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ABSTRACT
Understanding the nature of solid-liquid interfaces is very important for many
processes of technological interest, such as solidification, epitaxial growth, wetting,
liquid phase joining, crystal growth, and lubrication. In recent years, many published
theoretical works report on interesting structural effects occurring at solid-liquid
interfaces. These works concluded that ordering of a liquid metal at an interface with
a solid crystalline substrate is governed by both the structure of the solid substrate,
and the properties of the liquid metal. These conclusions were shown to be in good
agreement with various experimental scattering studies conducted by other research
groups.
Electron beam damage processes occurring at alumina (α-Al2O3) in transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) induce the appearance of metallic aluminum (Al) in
forms such as interstitial dislocation loops, precipitates or crystallites due to the
electronic transition and/or ballistic knock-on displacement mechanisms. In-situ
heating in HVEM further accelerates the damage processes of alumina overall and,
moreover, above the melting point of Al (660°C), leads to the evolution of the
alumina-aluminum solid-liquid (S-L) interface.
Real-time observations of the dynamic S-L interfaces at the atomic scale were
conducted using the MPI-Stuttgart high voltage atomic resolution TEM (JEM-ARM
1250, JEOL) operating at 1.25 MeV. The interfacial conformation of the liquid Al
adjacent to the solid alumina was clearly resolved and the transformation of the
ordered layers to solid alumina by a layer-by-layer growth mechanism through ledge
migration was directly demonstrated.
In addition, interesting contrast perturbations were observed in the liquid at the
interface. The main problem with direct high resolution electron microscopy
(HRTEM) is that the imaging conditions (such as delocalization, defocus and
interface inclination) have a significant influence on the contrast in the image, and
may lead to inaccurate conclusions about the structure of the interface.

1

A new method was developed, single image iterative wave function reconstruction
(SIIWFR), which is based on the concept of reconstructing the complex electron wave
function at the exit surface of the specimen iteratively. This technique requires only a
single experimental image and allows the removal of the effect of microscope
imaging system induced artifacts.
A comprehensive analysis, using this new method combined with computer
simulations and other advanced image processing techniques, show that these
perturbations are due to real structural ordering in the liquid. This comprehensive
analysis allowed, for the first time, direct extraction of quantitative information
regarding the degree of ordering at such interfaces.
The degree of ordering at the Al2O3-Al interface at 750ºC was quantified and both
layering and in-plane ordering were found. The layering in the liquid extends to about
4-5 layers (about 1 nm from the edge of the crystal). The in-plane ordering, which
was observed only in the 3 first layers of the liquid, decays faster than the layering. In
addition, the interlayer spacings measured in the liquid may point to the fact that the
liquid atoms right at the interface are influenced by the structure of the crystal and
further away the ordering of the liquid atoms gradually vanishes until it adopts the
characteristics of bulk liquid.
In view of the structural ordering occurring at the S-L interface, many interfacial
phenomena have to be reconsidered, such as interfacial segregation. Since the
ordering effect is probably always present to some extent (layering and/or in-plane
ordering) it may be exploited to obtain novel nano-structures that were unavailable
before. One example, which might be very useful in the field of nano-eletronic and
nano-optics, is the formation of new crystallographic structures during liquid phase
epitaxial growth.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
Interfaces between solids and liquids play an important role in a number of
technological processes, and have been a focal point for fundamental research of
wetting for more than a century. Structural aspects of solids are firmly based in
crystallographic theory, and in the simplest approach a crystalline solid can be
described by long-range order, including a defined series of nearest neighbor
distances and angles (see Figure 1a-b). The lack of long-range order is the basic
structural difference between liquids and solids. Thus liquids include materials at
temperatures above the melting point, metastable rapidly solidified amorphous
materials, and glasses. Short range order in liquids is often described by a first nearest
neighbor distance, which is a distribution of distances around an average value, and
depends on the correlation length  [1]. The short-range order inherent to bulk liquids
has been experimentally characterized using scattering (reciprocal space) methods [2].

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the nearest neighbor distances via
the radial distribution function (RDF) in a crystal at (a) 0K and (b)
at a finite temperature below the melting point. (c) is the RDF of
bulk liquid.

Clustering of atomic species in monatomic (or greater) liquids is usually attributed to
chemical bonds, which dictate the short-range order at temperatures above the melting
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point. The short range order of bulk liquids is not only based on simple nearest
neighbor distances, and bond-angles also influence the local environment. As an
example, icosahedral five-fold symmetry has been experimentally determined to exist
in liquid lead adjacent to an interface with Si [3]. Understanding the arrangement of
atomic clusters in liquids is important, both to understand the short-range order of
liquids, and their transition to solids. The non-crystalline symmetries of liquid clusters
have to be broken for crystallization to occur, which infers a required activation
energy and atomistic mechanism for solidification.
It is logical to assume that if local chemical bonding influences nearest neighbor
configurations in bulk liquids, then interactions with a periodic crystal will also
influence structural order in the liquid, at least within the vicinity of the interface [4].
The degree of order adjacent to an interface with a crystal is expected to be higher
than the short-range order found in bulk liquids. The importance of this issue is basic
to understanding phenomena such as wetting, segregation, and crystal growth, and
may extend to applied topics such as lubrication and liquid-phase epitaxial growth.

6

CHAPTER 2 : BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1. Solid-Liquid Interfaces
Information on the structure of a liquid and how it may be affected by an interface
with a solid is extremely difficult to obtain from experimental methods. Historically,
most studies of solid-liquid interfaces are based on either numerical or
phenomenological theoretical considerations. From the theoretical point of view, two
approaches are possible; analytical and computational. In both approaches a simple
description of each of the two bulk phases is not sufficient, and the theory has to
include the possibility of having a phase in transition, i.e. a phase which is neither
solid nor liquid, but somewhere in between. The earliest theoretical models developed
for the study of an interface between a solid and its melt [5,6] simply ignored the third
component by assuming that the liquid is unaltered up to the dividing surface.
A summary of the main findings during the last half a century is presented in
Appendix I.

2.1.1.

Continuum Approach

One of the first attempts to take the liquid structure at the interface into account was
made by Turnbull [7]. In this model the liquid was allowed to adjust itself to the
surface of a crystal, and the resulting decrease in entropy was used to estimate the
interface energy. However, this model was based on the assumption that the liquid is a
simple random packing of atoms. Spaepen extended this approach to include some
structural information on the liquid [8]. Random packing configurations of atoms near
a closed packed surface of a crystal were examined, under the constraint that inside
the liquid the principle governing the structure is that of “maximum short range
density”. The density of the liquid was calculated by enumerating the number of
polyhedra produced by the packing configuration. The most interesting feature of this
model is the discovery of a decaying layered structure for the density profile of the
liquid at the interface. It was also found that the number of atoms in the first
interfacial layer was 3/4 that in the crystal plane, i.e. the first layer has a packing
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fraction of at least 75% of the bulk crystal. Furthermore, the density in each of the
phases remains constant up to the dividing surface, in other words, it was found that
the bulk density of the layers is constant, hence there is no density deficit at the
interface.
These results were confirmed by Bonissent and Mutaftschiev in another study of the
same nature, in which a random close packed array of hard-spheres was used to model
the solid-liquid interface [9]. However, in this study it was found that the density of
the liquid near the interface is lower than bulk liquid, i.e. there is a nonzero density
deficit. This discrepancy in the density of the liquid at the immediate neighborhood of
the interface was related to the fact that Bonissent's model did not take relaxation into
account.
One of the first attempts to tackle the problem of a liquid in contact with a crystal in
an analytical form was made by Henderson et al. where the Ornstein-Zernike equation
for a binary liquid mixture was used to obtain the direct correlation function (DCF)
for a hard sphere liquid in contact with a hard structure-less wall [10]. The DCF
indicated some degree of ordering in the liquid near the wall.
This problem was later adapted by Abraham and Singh who treated a hard sphere
liquid in contact with a soft repulsive structure-less wall [4,11]. They used a
perturbative expansion of the grand canonical potential, assuming it is a functional of
the Boltzmann factor exp   , where   z  is the interaction potential between the
liquid and the wall. The density profile of the liquid near the wall showed that the
liquid is layered with a density which decays with distance z from the wall. The main
result was that layering of the liquid near the wall depends rather strongly on both the
repulsive and attractive parts of the liquid-wall interaction.
This work assumed the hard wall had a constant potential, and did not take into
account the periodic potential expected for an interface with a crystal. Bonissent and
Abraham applied the Abraham-Singh perturbation theory for the case of the interface
between an FCC crystal and its melt [12]. The structure of the solid substrate was
accounted for to some extent, whereby the interaction between a liquid atom and the
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atoms in the wall is taken as a lateral average of the interactions with the individual
atoms comprising each of the crystal planes. This resulted in different magnitudes for
the potentials of different crystalline surfaces. The density profiles obtained for the
FCC (111) and (100) systems showed pronounced density perturbations (layering)
decaying with distance from the wall (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The density profiles obtained with the various approximations for the wall-liquid interaction
as used by Bonissent and Abraham [12].

The form of decay of the density oscillations was studied by Tarazona and Vicente
[13]. It was found that the density oscillations decay exponentially with distance from
a smooth hard wall, with a decay length  related to the first peak of the structure
factor of the bulk liquid phase. This suggests that ordering in the liquid is inherently
related to the properties of the bulk liquid, with the presence of the solid acting as a
form of catalyst for ordering.
2.1.1.1. DLVO Theory
Prior to, and in parallel to these early and intuitive studies of solid-liquid interfaces,
the field of colloidal science was under development, which also dealt with the issue
of interfaces in solid-liquid systems, particularly via what is often called „surface
forces‟. The basic principle in defining surface forces is to examine both short-range
and long-range interatomic forces that are influential to a system, due to the presence
of atoms on surfaces (rather than bulk). The types of interactions include Coulombic
forces due to charges on surfaces, van der Waals (VdW) forces which are considered
long-range on the atomic scale, and the very short-range forces due to electron
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transfer and covalent bonding. The history of surface forces is rich [14], and was
given a sound footing by the seminal papers of Derjaguin and Landau [15] and
Verwey and Overbeek [16], constituting what is now commonly called DLVO theory.
The use of DLVO to describe solid liquid interfaces is based on a summation of shortrange and long-range forces which equilibrate the system. The long-range forces
include VdW forces, which are always attractive between like particles. The source of
VdW forces are interactions between atomic and molecular dipoles, which can be
categorized into three main groups [17]: (1) Keesom interactions between permanent
dipoles; (2) Debye interactions due to the polarization of an atom, molecule, or
medium by a permanent dipole; and (3) London (or dispersion) forces due to the
interaction between instantaneous dipoles. For example, the force (F) between two
flat plates of the same material () separated by a thin medium () can be described
within the unretarded limit by:
F

(1)

A 
6D

3

where D is the distance between the parallel plates, and A is the Hamaker [18]
coefficient.
In addition to the general VdW forces, strong (possibly dominant) repulsive
Coulombic forces can form between two like surfaces upon the formation of electrical
double-layers. This happens when counter-ions in the liquid are attracted to charge
centers on the surface of a solid. Like bodies will have the same surface charge, and
repel each other, with a magnitude of repulsion defined by screening of the
Coulombic surface charges due to the counter-ions. It should be noted that attractive
Coulombic forces can form between two dislike surfaces, and there is some thought
that these forces may dominate VdW forces in defining attractive surface forces [19].
This approach deals with the liquid between the solids as a structureless continuum,
and ignores the atomic (or molecular) nature of the liquid. Based on the concepts
introduced in Section 2.1.1, attractive or repulsive forces are expected to form due to
the packing of individual atoms or molecules between two solids. These types of
surface forces are called structural or steric forces, although sometimes solvation
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forces [20] are defined to include these types of forces. When the width of the gap
between two flat solid surfaces does not allow an integral number of molecular layers,
the packing is inefficient and the free energy of the liquid should increase. Thus it was
predicted that the force between two smooth solid surfaces separated by a liquid
should show alternating maxima and minima as a function of distance between the
surfaces [21-23]. The amplitude of the force should diminish with increasing distance
between the solids, until the layering effect is no longer significant, and the system
can once again be described as a continuum liquid between two solids (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of two surfaces separated by a liquid film. In (a) layering occurs adjacent
to the surface, and breaks down to a random arrangement in the bulk liquid. In (b) the distance between
the surfaces has decreased, but to a value which is not an integral value of the molecular distances, and
the degree of order in the liquid is reduced. This is an unfavorable condition. In (c) the distance is an
integral value of the molecular distance, and defined layers of liquid atoms result. Redrawn after the
concepts presented by Horn [20].

This effect was first experimentally seen by the elegant experiments conducted by
Horn and Israelachvili [24] (see Figure 4). Additional studies have shown that
counter-ions in solution can also form layers adjacent to a surface, or play a role in
defining the nature of ordered layers [25].
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Figure 4: Experimental measurements of the force (F) as a function of separation distance (D) between
two curved mica surfaces in octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane at 22°C. The inset shows the peak-to-peak
amplitudes of the oscillations as a function of distance D [24].

The meaning of surface forces for solid-liquid-solid systems is immediately clear.
Depending on the relative dielectric properties and surface charge of the materials, an
attractive surface force (VdW force) will work to bring together two materials,
compressing the liquid medium between them. At distances of the order of 5 nm
layering of the atoms adjacent to the interface will result in preferred distances of
separation having low energy states. If the attractive surface (or external) forces bring
the surfaces further together, the entropy of layering will result in a balancing
repulsive (steric) force, resulting in an equilibrium of forces at a defined distance (see
Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the balance between attractive VdW forces and structural forces. As
the surfaces approach each other, the varying maxima and minima of the structural force define the
multiple equilibrium distance between the solid surfaces. For small values of distance, the attractive
VdW force will be compensated by the repulsive structural (steric) force. The seven smallest
equilibrium distances are indicated by the black circles (●).

While the general phenomenon is firmly established, both theoretically and
experimentally, details on the nature and degree of local order in the liquid, as a
function of distance between the solids, is lacking.

2.1.2.

Atomistic Simulations

Atomistic simulations, such as molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) are in
general more flexible than analytical methods, and they are appealing in that they
provide direct access to the microscopic details of the interface. The main requirement
(and limitation) for atomistic simulations is appropriate interaction models for the
solid and liquid phases.
2.1.2.1. Molecular Dynamics (MD)
Molecular dynamics, which was used for this study, is a computer simulation
technique where the time evolution of a set of interacting atoms is followed by
integrating their equations of motion. In molecular dynamics the laws of classical
mechanics are followed, and most notably Newton's law: Fi  mi ai , for each atom
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i in a system composed of N atoms; mi is the atom mass, ai its acceleration, and Fi the
force acting upon it, due to the interactions with other atoms [26].
The MD simulation is a deterministic technique. In theory, for a given initial set of
positions and velocities, the time evolution is completely determined. In practice this
is limited to available numerical accuracy of integrating algorithms and the
computer's round-off error.
MD simulations can be performed on systems containing thousands or perhaps
millions of atoms and for simulation times ranging from a few picoseconds to
hundreds of nanoseconds. While these numbers are certainly adequate, conditions
where CPU time and/or size limitations can become an important factor. While
computer technology is evolving very rapidly these problems may still be, under some
circumstances, significant.
In the limit of very long simulation times, the final structure can provide reliable
information on real thermodynamic properties of the system. In practice, the runs are
always of finite length, and one should exert caution to estimate when the resulting
structural arrangement may be satisfactory (equilibrium state) or not.
Simulated annealing is a useful procedure often used in atomistic simulations. This
process is a computational product of two different ideas. The first idea is to create a
computational analog of experimental annealing techniques, and the second is to use a
controlled mechanism for obtaining different initial structures by using temperature to
surmount local potential barriers. For both of these ideas, the purpose is the same;
apply a higher temperature to allow the system to rearrange from its present state, and
lower the temperature to bring the system into a stable state. The cycle is repeated
several times so that multiple configurations may be obtained and later analyzed.
2.1.2.2. Limitations
While atomistic simulations do provide details of the molecular arrangement at the
interface, it is also true that extracting the basic physics and chemistry underlying that
arrangement is much more difficult in the case of simulations than for analytical
theories. For example, the presence of a critical point somewhere away from the
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conditions under which the simulations are carried out may go unsuspected when
looking at the simulated results, while its presence would be apparent in the
corresponding analytic free energy expression.
Atomistic simulations of interfaces are in general more demanding than for a simple
bulk system [27,28]. The presence of an extended defect, such as an interface,
requires that the lateral dimension of the simulation cell (parallel to the plane of the
interface) be large enough to not affect the simulated properties of the interface.
In molecular dynamics, atoms interact with each other. These interactions originate as
forces that act upon atoms, and atoms move under the action of these instantaneous
forces. As the atoms move, their relative positions change and forces change as well.
A simulation is only realistic when the interatomic forces are similar to those that real
atoms would experience when arranged in the same configuration. Hence, the realism
of the molecular dynamics simulation depends on the ability of the chosen potential
to reproduce the behavior of the material under the conditions at which the simulation
is run.
The main difficulty is related to the interatomic interactions across the interface
[29,30]. For a crystal-melt interface, where both solid and liquid belong to the same
material, one transferable interatomic potential is sufficient (transferable means that
the potential can be used for both the liquid and solid state). For a solid-liquid
interface between dislike materials, a single potential is obviously not adequate. In
this case in addition to a potential model describing the liquid, and a potential model
describing the solid, another potential model is required for the cross-interaction
between the liquid and the solid at the interface. For complicated solid-liquid
interfaces, such as a liquid metal in contact with a solid ceramic, this cross-interaction
should include both short range terms, as well as long range interactions due to ionic
charges. The model should also take into account that chemical compositions might
change at the interface (i.e. adsorption), further complicating the interaction model.
Constructing such a potential for atomistic simulations is an extremely complicated
task, and it‟s not clear that such potentials will correctly describe the physics of the
system. For this reason, atomistic simulations of solid-liquid interfaces often use
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simpler interaction models, and focus on the general trends of local order and
interface energy, rather than attempting to extract physically meaningful numbers.
While this is perhaps less satisfying, especially for experimentalist attempting to
model their results, the general trends from such simulations are important to
understand general phenomenon.
2.1.2.3. Important Trends
The most widely used interaction model for the study of the solid-liquid interfaces is
the relatively simple Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction potential, which is really only
physically suitable for the description of noble gases. Another popular choice was the
simple hard-sphere model, which is only a cartoon of real interatomic interactions,
but is simple to implement and useful for the study of repulsive interactions [31,32].
For an FCC crystal in equilibrium with its melt, the interface was investigated in
detail using a LJ potential by Broughton et al. [33-38], and more recently by Huitema
et al. [39] for the (111), (100) and the (110) surfaces. Measurements of the lateral
diffusion coefficients, radial distribution functions, and nearest neighbor fractions all
indicate an interfacial width of about 3 atomic layers, irrespective of the crystal
orientation. However, the density profiles indicated a different behavior in that the
(111) and (100) surfaces have large density oscillations far beyond the range of 3
atomic diameters, while the (110) orientation does not show these oscillations. The
interlayer spacing (the distance between consecutive density oscillations) for the (110)
and (111) terminated surfaces was found to be equal to the d-spacing of the
underlying solid phase planes. For the (100) surface orientation the interlayer spacing
in the liquid showed a shift toward that of the (111) plane. Broughton et al. explained
this based on the low energy required for the creation of density oscillations in the
liquid with a periodicity similar to the d-spacing of a (111) planes, that is density
perturbations in the liquid that are induced by the interface with the solid will be
enhanced if the wavelength is consistent with the position of the first maxima in the
liquid structure factor S(q), which for a LJ liquid occurs approximately at a
wavelength of q0 = 2/d111. Apparently, the (100) interplanar distance is close enough
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to that of (111) to make the change from (100) to (111) in the liquid more favorable
than the switch from (110) to (111).
Rull and Toxvaerd studied the structure at a solid-liquid interface by performing MD
simulations for a LJ liquid adjacent to static FCC (100), FCC (111) and BCC (100)
surfaces [40]. The LJ potential was separated into purely short ranged repulsive and
purely long range attractive terms, scaled by a factor . The layering in the liquid
increased with . The degree of order within each layer of liquid (the in-plane order)
was found to be insensitive to , and was mainly determined by the repulsive part of
the interaction. It was also observed that the density oscillations (layering) decay
exponentially with distance z from the interface, approximately according to
 z 
 where z is the mean interlayer spacing, and  is the correlation length
exp
2 
 z 

(for a detailed definition of this parameter see section 3.3.2) for the solid-liquid
interface region.
The hard-sphere crystal-melt system was the focus of a number of recent studies.
Kyrlidis and Brown performed Monte Carlo simulations for the (111), (110), and
(100) interfaces [32]. The number of particles was about 3000 for each interface
studied. The results for the density profiles indicate interfacial widths of 4-5, 5-6, and
4 atomic spacings for the (100), (111), and (110) interfaces, respectively. In a manner
similar to the results of LJ simulations, the (100) terminated interface showed an
increase in the density profile spacing as a function of distance from the solid,
towards a value very close to the interlayer spacing in the liquid adjacent to a (111)
terminated interface.

2.1.2.4. Layering versus In-Plane Order
In addition to the atomic density fluctuation perpendicular to the interface a few
works done by MD simulations showed that in some cases some degree of order
within the layers, named in-plane ordering, is also the present. Figure 6 illustrates the
two types of ordering.
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of layering and in-plane ordering.

A molecular-dynamics study of a larger system, comprising approximately 104 hard
spheres, and for longer times (a few thousand collisions per particle) was performed
by Davidchack and Laird on the (100) and (111) FCC solid-liquid interfaces [41,42].
In agreement with previous hard-sphere and LJ studies, an increase in the (100)
interlayer spacing was observed. Analysis of the in-plane order perpendicular to the
interface indicated that this phenomenon is not due to (111)-like ordering of the liquid
near the (100) interface, as suggested by Kyrlidis and Brown [32]. This supports the
suggestion of Broughton et al. [36], that this transition is actually correlated with the
properties of the bulk liquid. Analysis of the in-plane order further suggests that the
transition from solid to liquid occurs within 2-3 atomic layers, which is much
narrower than the width indicated by the layering of about 7-8 layers.
A study of the equilibrium crystal-melt interface using a more “realistic” potential
was conducted by Chen et al. [43]. An embedded atom method potential for nickel
was employed in a molecular dynamics simulation of about 1200 particles, using both
constant energy and constant temperature runs on (111) and (100) interfaces. Again in
this study an increase of the (100) interlayer spacing towards that of the (111)
interlayer spacing was found. In addition, it was observed that the average density
within each layer for both the (100) and (111) systems was 0.086 Å-3 in the solid and
0.081 Å-3 in the liquid. Correlating this result with the expansion of the (100)
interlayer spacing suggests that for the (111) terminated interface the density decrease
associated with the transition from crystal to liquid is achieved by maintaining the
spacing between the layers along the direction normal to the interface, while the
number of atoms in the layers decreases. In contrast, for the (100) terminated
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interface, the crystal-liquid transition is characterized by a gradual increase of the
interlayer spacing, while the number of atoms remains constant.
A heterophase interface between liquid aluminium and (100) and (111) terminated
solid copper was recently studied by Geyserman et al., modeled with an n-body semiempirical potential, with cross-interactions (Cu-Al) obtained by fitting the mixing
enthalpy of the two species to experimental values [44]. It was found that at the
interface the liquid aluminium forms layers with a mixed interlayer spacing of a
constant value of 2.4±0.1 Å, regardless of the orientation of the crystal (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Atomic density profiles in the direction perpendicular to the (a) (100) and (b) (111) interface
between solid copper and liquid Al. The dotted line represents the Cu (solid) and the solid line the Al
(liquid) [44].

Therefore no obvious correlation exists between the interplanar distance in the crystal
(d100=1.84Å, d111=2.13Å), and the layering in the liquid. The local bulk density in the
layers of the liquid was found to be typical of bulk liquid aluminum. Perhaps more
importantly, it was also found that the first aluminum layer had a high degree of inplane order, defined by aluminum atoms located over adatoms sites of the copper
terminating planes (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Time averaged atomic positions of Al atoms in the first liquid layer in contact with solid Cu,
(a) for the solid-liquid (Cu-Al) (100) interface, and (b) for the solid-liquid (Cu-Al) (111) interface. In
(a) the bold square shows the epitaxial (100) motif, and the dashed square encloses a vacancy. In (b)
the bold hexagon shows the (111) motif [44].

In an approach designed to follow general trends of ordering for different crystalline
substrates and as a function of temperature, Hashibon et al. [45,46] used an embedded
atom potential for liquid Al in contact with rigid atomistic substrates. The initial
configuration for the simulations was a crystalline FCC aluminum lattice. A solidliquid interface was formed by pinning the atoms in the substrate to their ideal lattice
positions, and allowing the rest of the atoms to move freely under the effect of the
interatomic potential. The lattice parameter of the FCC aluminum crystal was a=4.1Å,
which is close to the value obtained for aluminum at the melting point for the
embedded atom potential which was used [47,48]. The substrate atoms fully
participated in the MD simulation, but were not moved from their ideal (crystalline)
locations. In this way liquid Al was equilibrated with a solid crystal without extensive
fitting and cross-potentials. While this approach provided a simple method of probing
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the solid-liquid structure, the results do not take into account mixing of atomic
species, segregation, or clustering.
Three orientations for the terminating FCC substrate were used: (100), (110), and
(111). In addition, two BCC terminating substrates were studied: (100) and (110). An
example of the liquid density profiles as a function of distance from the crystalline
substrate for the three FCC substrates at 1000 K is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Comparison of liquid Al density profiles for FCC substrates at a
temperature of 1000K. The location of the solid terminating plane is at z =
0. The vertical dashed lines mark the positions of the peaks for the (100)
system. dp indicates the interlayer spacing as calculated from the peak data
and dv is the interlayer spacing calculated from the minima, or valleys of the
density profiles [49].

The overall picture of the interface that emerges from these atomistic simulations
conforms with that from analytical studies, in that the density profiles show an
oscillating structure, gradually decaying into a straight line representative of the
density of a uniform liquid phase. Perhaps more importantly, the atomistic
simulations have shown two types of order; layering and in-plane order. It seems that
when the structure of the liquid phase (upon solidification) and the structure of the
solid are incompatible, the liquid will form layers perpendicular to the interface with a
periodicity typical of the natural oscillation period within the liquid, and with a liquid
like in-plane structure (none or very little in-plane order). However, when the
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structure of the solid and the structure of the liquid are compatible, substantial inplane ordering occurs in the liquid layers, in addition to layering.
Interestingly, similar trends are derived from DLVO theory, but with less detail
regarding the structural correlations at the interface.

2.1.3.

X-Ray Scattering Experimental Observations

As mentioned earlier, theoretical studies predict that ordering at solid-liquid interfaces
should occur in the first layers of the liquid adjacent to the interface with the crystal.
The same result emerges from experimental studies of solid-liquid interfaces
conducted during the last decade using scattering methods [3,50-55].
The scattering methods capable of probing surfaces or interface structures include
specular X-ray reflectivity (XR), grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), and Xray diffuse scattering (XDS). XR is used to analyze the electron density profile
normal to the surface on length scales of sub Ångströms (under favourable conditions)
to hundreds of nanometers, and is laterally averaged. The optics for GIXD are usually
set so that the X-ray beam probes only regions within a few nanometers of the surface
or interface, and can provide information on in-plane surface ordering. XDS provides
information on lateral inhomogeneties or fluctuations, and in particular, the
correlation function of height fluctuations due to different types of roughness.
Comprehensive reviews of these methods can be found in the articles by Fuoss and
Brennan [56], Dietrich and Haase [57] and Sinha [58].
These techniques allow for the characterization of different structural parameters that
may affect ordering in the liquid, such as liquid film thickness, the influence of
substrate structure and roughness on the layering range and/or degree of in-plane
order in the liquid.
2.1.3.1. Free Surfaces and Liquid-Liquid Interfaces
Ordered layer formation at the free surface of liquid crystals [59-61], chain-molecules
[62-65] and liquid metals and alloys [66-71] has been studied extensively with sub-
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atomic resolution over the last few decades using novel synchrotron-based surfacespecific X-ray and neutron scattering methods. Such methods are now being
developed to probe the structure at liquid-solid interfaces, which is considerably more
difficult to access [3,50,51].
2.1.3.2. Crystal-Liquid Interfaces and Confirmation of Simulations
One of the first experimental observations which indicated possible structural changes
in a liquid due to interactions with a substrate, was conducted by Grey et al. using the
X-ray diffuse scattering method [50]. They investigated liquid lead on (111) Ge
substrates at temperatures above 180°C and observed a ring of diffuse scattering with
a radial spatial frequency significantly different from that in bulk liquid Pb. In
addition, the diffuse ring was found to be azimuthally anisotropic, due to interaction
with the substrate.
A particularly interesting study was conducted a few years later by Huisman et al. [51,
54,55]. They used specular X-ray reflectivity to investigate the interface structure of
liquid gallium in contact with a (111) diamond surface. They observed pronounced
layering of the liquid metal density profile, which decayed exponentially with
increasing distance from the diamond (see Figure 10). Moreover, the interlayer
spacing was equal to the repeat distance of (100) planes of upright gallium dimers in
solid -Ga. Thus it appears that the liquid near the surface assumes a solid-like
structure similar to -Ga.

Figure 10: X-ray scattering study of gallium metal in contact with a (111) diamond surface,
showing a pronounced layering in the liquid density profile which decays exponentially with
distance from the interface with the crystal [51].
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Using synchrotron specular X-ray reflectivity, Yu et al. [52,72] investigated internal
layering in thin (45-90Å) and thick (5000Å) liquid films of nearly spherical, nonpolar molecules of tetrakis(2-ethylhexoxy)silane (TEHOS) on a (111) Si substrate,
showing that the molecules form 3–6 layers at the interface, with a spacing close to
the molecular dimensions. Rough surfaces and/or impurities were found to reduce the
density oscillation amplitudes. Making the liquid film very thin does not observably
enhance the effect, which implies that layering is present even at an isolated interface,
i.e., in a semi-infinite liquid.
By means of X-ray reflectivity, Doerr et al. [53] observed in thin films of VdW
liquids on silicon substrates that the region next to the substrates is highly sensitive to
the shape of the molecules of the liquid, which is in good agreement with density
functional calculations. Small, almost spherical molecules exhibit layering
perpendicular to the surface while more complex molecules result in a low-density
region in the vicinity of the substrate.
Reedijk et al. studied liquid Sn on a (111) Ge substrate [73] and found that Sn atoms
displayed both liquid-like and solid-like behavior, where the liquid Sn layer changes
gradually with increasing temperature from solid-like to more liquid-like. In addition,
the liquid shows both perpendicular (layering) and lateral (in-plane) ordering. In
another work [74] they studied the solid-liquid interface of water on a KDP (KH2PO4)
crystal. Also here the ordering components in the liquid in both the perpendicular and
parallel directions were determined and interface-induced ordering in the first four
layers of water molecules was found. The first two layers behaved ice-like and were
strongly bound to the surface. The next two layers were more diffuse and showed
only minor lateral and perpendicular ordering. Subsequent layers were found to
behave similar to a bulk liquid.
The major limitation of these methods is that the information obtained is always
averaged over the inspected area. To measure the local ordering at the atomic level
different experimental techniques are required, such as high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM).
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2.1.4.

HRTEM Observations

2.1.4.1. Image Formation
Understanding

interface

microstructure

and

chemistry

requires

specialized

characterization techniques. Modern interface microstructural analysis relies heavily
on HRTEM, where the symmetry and periodicity of the interference pattern in the
image plane always reflects the symmetry and periodicity of the crystal lattice in the
focal-plane of the specimen. However, the intensity variations and contrast observed
in the interference pattern depend sensitively on the crystal structure (i.e. the periodic
potential induced by the atoms which interacts with the electron wave traveling
through it) and sample thickness, as well as on the contrast transfer function (CTF) of
the microscope [75,76]. The CTF, which represents the influence of the imaging
system optics on the final contrast obtained at the image plane (i.e. screen, negative or
CCD) is a convolution of the phase distortion function () with the envelope functions
related to the temporal coherence (E) and spatial coherence (Es):
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 2
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(4)

CTF  exp[i (k )]  E(k )  ES (k )

(5)

These functions depend on the accelerating voltage (or wavelength of the electron
beam - ), the defocus value of the objective lens (f) and the spherical aberration
coefficient of the objective lens (Cs). The final contrast obtained in the image plane is
a convolution of the CTF with the electron wave which traveled through the
specimen, as illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Illustration of the process of image formation in the HRTEM. (r ) represents the
electron wave function in real space and (k ) in the reciprocal space. The CTF (defined here
in the reciprocal space notation) describes the imaging system. The final image obtained in the
image plane is a convolution of the electron wave function and the CTF (in real space).

2.1.4.2. Imaging Artifacts
The main problem with direct HRTEM investigations is that the imaging conditions
can have a significant influence on the contrast in the image, and may lead to
inaccurate conclusions. Consequently, in any attempt to analyze the contrast from
HRTEM images, one should take into account all the physical parameters (such as
thickness) of the specimen and the imaging conditions (such as objective lens
defocus, beam convergence, astigmatism and image delocalization) that may
influence the contrast in the image. For HRTEM studies of interfaces between crystals
and amorphous phases [77,78], such as solid-liquid interfaces, these issues become
even more acute.
2.1.4.2.1 The Delocalization Effect
For interfaces in general and solid-liquid interfaces in particular, the problem of
image delocalization is the most significant artifact. Image delocalization means that
contrast resulting from objects in the specimen are displaced from their true locations
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in the image [79]. This is a serious problem for the interpretation of HRTEM images
of solid-liquid interfaces, and must be addressed before trying to extract quantitative
information from interfaces. For example, if one looks at an intensity line-scan across
a simulated HRTEM image of an alumina-vacuum interface (see Figure 12)
calculated using the multi-slice method [80], contrast perturbations can be observed in
the vacuum which are caused by the delocalization effect.

Figure 12: Simulated micrographs of an interface between a crystal (sapphire) and vacuum, which
demonstrates the delocalization effect. Contrast perturbations are observed in the vacuum. These
perturbations are caused by the delocalization effect and are definitely not caused by the presence of
atoms, which are indicated in (a) by red (oxygen) and blue (aluminum) circles. The intensity line-scan
in (b) shows that the contrast perturbations due to delocalization extend to significant distances from
the interface.

Another detail which has to be tackled in this context is the interface geometry. Due
to the nature of image formation in HRTEM, which is a 2-D projection of a 3-D
atomic structure, to characterize atomistic ordering at the interface between a solid
and a liquid the interface must be edge-on, i.e. parallel to the incident electron beam
direction, and flat (no steps nor inclinations). The later problem is easier to rule out
with the help of image simulations.
2.1.4.3. Quantitative HRTEM
A significant effort has been invested during the last few decades in developing new
methods to overcome the imaging artifacts in the HRTEM, in order to allow
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quantitative analysis of the images (i.e. determination of the positions of atoms). Two
basic methods have been developed to deal with such types of image artifacts.
2.1.4.3.1 Iterative Digital Image Matching
One approach, named the iterative digital image matching (IDIM) method, is based on
iterative matching of various model structures by comparison of the experimental
image contrast to that obtained from multi-slice image calculations [80].

Figure 13: A schematic representation of the IDIM approach.

This method has been extensively used for the study of interfaces [81-87]. To
implement this method successfully, a general atomistic structure (or model) must be
assumed as an initial starting point and all the significant aberrations and the atomistic
structures must be refined iteratively in order to reliably reproduce the experimental
contrast. This method is applied on a routine basis for the analysis of HRTEM
micrographs and was implemented successfully for the study of bulk materials and
interfaces [88,89]. Of course for solid-liquid interfaces, time-averaged simulated
images must be calculated from multiple snap-shots of the time-averaged atomistic
models. This is an important and time-consuming issue for quantitative HRTEM
analysis of solid-liquid interfaces.
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2.1.4.3.2 Holography - Exit Wave Reconstruction
Another approach is based on the retrieval of the complex electron wave function at
the exit surface of the specimen using off-axis holographic techniques [90] or inline
holographic techniques [91,92] by numerical procedures (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: A schematic representation of the concept of retrieval of the
complex electron wave function at the exit surface of the specimen using
inline holographic techniques.

The most common inline holographic technique is to retrieve, by numerical phase
retrieval methods, the complex electron wave function using an objective lens defocus
series of experimental micrographs [93-96]. One of various numerical approaches,
iterative wave function reconstruction (IWFR), is based on reconstructing the exit
wave iteratively by projecting between different focal planes [97]. A flow chart of the
IWFR algorithm is presented in Figure 15 and described in detail below [98]:
1. From a through focal series comprising N experimental images line profiles
across the interface in each focal plane n (denoted by I n (r ) ) are extracted.
2. The complex electron wave function at focal plane n is given by
nj (r )  I n (r ) exp[inj (r )] where j denotes the iteration number, r the real
space coordinate, nj (r ) is the phase of the wave function from the previous
iteration and n is the focal plane. The algorithm starts with an initial guess of

1n (r )  0 which means 1n (r )  I n (r ) .
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3. The wave function in each focal plane is back propagated to the exit surface
plane (f=0) by dividing (in reciprocal space) the electron wave function
( nj (k ) ) with the CTF.
4. A new estimate of the exit face wave function is obtained by averaging over
the individual back-propagated weighted wave functions in reciprocal space.
5. The averaged wave function in reciprocal space is propagated to each of the n
 j (k ) .
image planes to obtain 
n
6. Convergence is reached when the difference in the sum squared errors is small
j 1
j
enough ( SSEavg
 SSEavg
  ) for a chosen convergence criterion , where
SSE    In (r )  Inj (r ) 


j
n

2

j
 In (r ) and SSEavg  1 N

N

 SSE

j
n

.

n 1

7. If convergence is not reached the phase for the next iteration cycle is obtained
 j (r ) .
by averaging the phases from the previous cycle: nj 1(r )  
n
8. If convergence is reached the real space exit face wave function is now
final step
obtained by inverse Fourier transformation: (r )  FT 1[avg
(k )] .
9. From the amplitude of the exit wave one can extract information on the
chemistry, and the phase provides information on the atomistic structure.

Figure 15: Flow chart of the IWFR algorithm. j denotes the iteration number and
n is the focal plane.

By reconstructing the exit wave all the aberrations and other imaging artifacts are
removed, and an atomistic model can be generated. This method does not assume any
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prior knowledge of the structure. However it requires a highly stable experimental
setup for acquisition of the series of experimental images as a function of objective
lens defocus. This is not a trivial task for in-situ heating experiments, where specimen
drift in the direction parallel to the electron beam is difficult to prevent.

2.1.4.4. Ex-Situ and In-Situ TEM Experimental Observations
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) is one of the most direct
and powerful tools available for the study of interfaces in materials at the atomic
level. Phase contrast imaging in the HRTEM can resolve single atomic columns,
which permits direct observation of the local structure of the material.
2.1.4.4.1 Experimental Requirements for In-Situ TEM Experiments
In addition to aberration induced artifacts, there are other experimental difficulties
associated with in-situ TEM observations of solid-liquid interfaces. One major
problem is that the specimens are in high vacuum within the microscope column,
which implies that only liquids with low vapor pressures or specimens that can
contain the liquid phase within a thin solid layer can be studied. Of course the
specimen must also be sufficiently thin to be “electron transparent”, and the solidliquid interface must be oriented parallel to the incident electron beam. These
experimental requirements present significant challenges.
2.1.4.4.2 Examples of Ex-Situ and In-Situ TEM
The relatively limited number of studies conducted by HRTEM also indicate the
existence of a layering effect at the solid-liquid interface. The first reported direct
observation of the layering effect from experimental HRTEM work was done by
Donnelly et al. [99]. This group investigated liquid xenon confined within small
faceted cavities in aluminum at room temperature. The contrast perturbations
observed at all the facets was attributed to the ordering of the liquid xenon atoms due
to the surrounding crystal structure (see Figure 16). In order to dampen the contrast
from the Al and thus to detect the contrast from the layering, the Al crystals were
tilted away from a low-index zone-axis, which implies a slight inclination of the Al
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facets relative to the incident electron beam. The authors took this into account, as
well as the positive objective lens defocus values, by comparing the experimental
contrast with that simulated from models generated by MD simulations. However, the
authors did not take into account the possibility that the contrast perturbations may be
due to the inclined interface. In addition, the lack of information on the thickness of
the investigated specimen or the position of the xenon inclusions in the foil makes
interpretation of their results difficult.

Figure 16: Observed and simulated intensity variation in HRTEM images due to
layering in liquid Xe confined within voids in crystalline Al. (A) High-resolution TEM
image of faceted, Xe-containing cavities in Al at room temperature. The Xe in the two
large cavities is liquid. (B) Variation in intensity as a function of distance within the
cavity measured in a direction normal to the facet indicated by the arrow in (A). The
figure shows the presence of three fringes. (C) Intensity variation in two simulated
HRTEM images of an interface between liquid Xe and solid Al at an objective lens
defocus of +72 nm. Input for the image simulation was obtained from MD simulations
with “corrugated” (dashed curve) and “flat” (solid curve) potentials respectively [99].

Howe demonstrated the presence of atomic ordering in liquid (amorphous) Pd 80Si20
adjacent to solid Pd3Si foils [100]. With the help of the HRTEM image simulations he
showed that the contrast perturbations observed in the amorphous material, adjacent
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to the crystal facets, are not due to defocus variations and negated the possibility that
the facet angled through the thickness of the foil using both crystallographic
considerations and also expected image contrast arguments. An inclined interface
would result in a gradual change in contrast at the interface due to superposition of the
crystal and the amorphous phase.
Al-Si alloys are convenient as model experimental systems for in-situ observations of
the solid-liquid interface because they form low melting point liquids and insoluble
particles. Saka et al. conducted HRTEM in-situ heating experiments on such alloys
[101-105]. Many interesting structural features of the solid-liquid interface at the
atomic level could be resolved, such as size dependence of melting temperature,
interface kinetics and some evidence for structural ordering in the liquid at the
interface [106].
2.1.5.

Confined Liquids

The topic of confined liquids was briefly described in the discussion of DLVO theory
(section 2.1.1.1), with regard to the experimental results of two flat plates containing a
liquid. At nanometer length-scales and for parallel solid plates, the confinement effect
should lead to equilibrium and non-equilibrium separation distances (see Figure 5). In
this section we expand this discussion to include the role of confinement of a liquid to
other geometries, as well as the role of steric surface forces on the equilibration of
intergranular films.
2.1.5.1. Nano-Porous Materials
Several theoretical [107,108] and experimental [109,110] studies on nano-porous
materials showed that the size and geometry of the confined region (the pore) may
influence the solid-liquid phase behavior and lead to a number of novel phenomena
such as increase or decrease of the freezing temperature relative to the bulk value, and
new phases may form depending on factors such as the size and shape of the pores
and the interactions between the confined liquid and the porous material. In addition,
enhanced ordering within the liquid due to confined geometries may have significant
implications to achieving currently unavailable expitaxial structures.
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2.1.5.2. Intergranular Films (IGF) and Ordering
While the concept of atomistic ordering in a liquid confined between parallel plates
has been experimentally explored via model experiments [24], a naturally occurring
example has been found primarily at grain boundaries in ceramic materials.
Intergranular films (sometimes called equilibrium amorphous films) at grain
boundaries, interfaces, and free surfaces have been extensively studied, primarily by
transmission electron microscopy techniques [111-126]. Microstructural features
characterizing amorphous equilibrium intergranular films include a constant film
thickness of the order of 1nm (see Figure 17), which extends along the grain
boundaries or interfaces, and a composition that is often based on an oxide
combination including glass network formers such as SiO2. It has been experimentally
observed that the film thickness strongly depends on the composition and type of ions,
while it weakly depends on the total amount of the additives in the bulk [116]. The
equilibrium thickness suggests a force balance exists between attractive and repulsive
forces, and thus the term equilibrium amorphous films.
Equilibrium intergranular films are unique in that they are above levels that are
considered to be reasonable for monolayer Gibbsian segregation, but at the same time,
they are not a bulk phase. There are attempts to describe the films in terms of
multilayer adsorption [127], but these have not yet been developed to a level that
predict the observed behavior at internal interfaces in ceramic systems. The accepted
model explaining the equilibrium film thickness is based on DLVO theory, and was
first developed and applied by Clarke to describe intergranular films at grain
boundaries in alumina [128,129]. This approach is based on a balance between
attractive forces (such as VdW forces) and repulsive forces (such as steric forces)
leading to an equilibrium thickness (and thus the use of the term equilibrium films or
amorphous equilibrium films).
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Figure 17: High resolution transmission electron micrograph of an
intergranular film equilibrated between Ni and -Al2O3 [126].

Equilibrium intergranular films are relevant to this discussion, due to the assumption
that order within the supposedly amorphous film contributes to the steric forces,
which serves to stabilize a finite film thickness. To describe the steric repulsive force,
Clarke used a continuum approach with a scalar quantity η(x) to describe the ordering
parameter in the film. Starting from the Cahn-Hillard equation, which expresses the
free energy density of a liquid and minimizing the energy of the film as a function of
the thickness, the following equation was obtained for the disjoining force:

 Steric 

 a 02
sinh 2   h 
 2 

(6)

where h is the thickness of the film, ξ is the correlation length (for a detailed
definition of this parameter see section 3.3.2), and a 02 represents the free-energy
difference between the intergranular film liquid with and without structural ordering.
η0 is the degree of epitaxy (1 being totally ordered, and 0 completely random) and the
constant “a” corresponds to the heat of melting of the intergranular phase. The
correlation length physically represents the effective distance of atomistic interaction.
Larger values of the correlation length will result in an increase in the repulsive force.
Force balance calculations based on the VdW force balanced by the steric force
resulted in a film thickness comparable to the experimentally observed values,
indicating that the degree of order in the film has a direct influence on stabilizing the
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film thickness [128]. Similar calculations have recently been reported for equilibrium
amorphous films at metal-ceramic interfaces [130], based on experimental findings
[126], indicating that this phenomenon is not limited to grain boundaries and free
surfaces in ceramics.
Recently, advanced electron microscopy has been used to determine local ordering in
intergranular films [131-133], confirming the hypothesis that ordering of cations
occurs adjacent to the crystals. The adsorption of cations to specific sites, leading to
partial ordering of the thin film, is apparently driven by the reduction of interface
energy (classic Gibbsian segregation). However, it is the increase in local order which
decreases the entropy of the film, resulting in the repulsive force described by Clarke.
While the elegant microscopy conducted by Winkelman et al. provides positions of
the adsorbed cations [132], atomistic structural details of the film in its entirety is
lacking. To understand some general trends of this issue, the next section reviews
important atomistic simulations of equilibrium films.
2.1.5.3. Atomistic Simulations of Equilibrium Films
The atomistic structure and stability of intergranular films in alumina was investigated
by Garofalini et al. using molecular dynamics simulations [134,135]. The first study
was based on calcium silicate films (without Al2 O3 in the film), which were placed
between two (Al terminated) alumina basal (0001) surfaces. The positions of the
atoms in the alumina were fixed and only the atoms in the glass were allowed to
move. The simulations included glass containing five different CaO concentrations
and four different thicknesses. The thicknesses were set by changing the total number
of atoms in the film.
The results showed that ordered cage-like structures formed at the glass-alumina
interfaces. The observed ordering was slightly different than that considered by
Clarke's model [128]. The cage structure is created by the bonding of bridging oxygen
atoms (Si-O-Al). Coordinatively under-saturated (CUS) aluminum atoms at the
alumina terminated plane bonded through the oxygen with the Si in the intergranular
film. These Al atoms reside in tetrahedral sites with a coordination number of 4. The
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addition of Ca stabilized the cage structures by interacting with the CUS oxygen
atoms at the alumina surface rather than the Si atoms in the film (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Snapshots of the (a) initial and (b) equilibrated configurations of the interface between a
SiO2-based glass and Al2O3 (red atoms are aluminum, light blue atoms are oxygen, blue atoms are
silicon, and yellow atoms are calcium) [135].

In a following study [136,137] two different alumina basal plane terminations were
considered: oxygen and aluminum terminated. This work examined six different glass
compositions including those with different alumina contents, and one composition of
anorthite glass (2SiO2-CaO-Al2O3), which is the low temperature eutectic phase of the
system. Cage-like structures formed at the interface and were stabilized by Ca. No Al
atoms were found within the cages in the simulations of the films that included Ca,
confirming the findings from the previous studies.
Similar trends of adsorption to ordered sites was found from MD simulations of
amorphous films at silicon nitride grain boundaries [138-140]. More recently, phasefield models have been applied to intergranular films [141], which include parameters
to describe an ordered or disordered film, although direct comparison with atomistic
models has yet to be done.
2.1.5.4. Atomistic Simulations of Confined Liquids
As mentioned in section 2.1.2.3 molecular dynamics simulations can serve as a tool to
understand basic trends and predict the behavior of more complex systems. One
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example of such an interesting case is the behavior of a liquid in a narrow channel
bounded by molecular walls or inside a nano-sized well. Ma et al. studied the freezing
dynamics of a Lennard-Jones liquid in narrow channels by computer simulation (see
Figure 19) [142].

Figure 19: Snapshot projection from an MD simulation of the frozen state of a fluid in a twosize channel [142].

They quantified the time development of ordering and observed a novel freezing
mechanism. They also studied the effects of channel size, the methods of quench, the
liquid-wall interaction and the roughness of walls on the freezing mechanism. Their
main finding was that for both cases of a repulsive and attractive wall-liquid
interaction a layered structured occurred in the liquid adjacent to the walls. However,
only in the case of attractive interaction was in-plane ordering observed. In the case of
a repulsive interaction the layer is liquid-like and is essentially produced by the
geometry of the wall.
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2.2. Research Goals
The main purpose of this research is to address the issue of ordering at the solid-liquid
interface by combined experimental and theoretical approaches.
In the first stage one has to show a direct proof, using HRTEM observations, that
ordering in the liquid does exist at such interfaces. To achieve this goal, a
methodology to quantitatively measure the degree of ordering in the liquid adjacent to
the solid has to be defined. This should include a well defined procedure to cancel-out
imaging artifacts in the HRTEM that may affect the measurements and a way to
estimate the precision of such measurements. This approach is applied in the present
work to Al-Al2O3 interfaces.
The next stage is to quantitatively measure the ordering at a model solid-liquid
interface by experimental approaches, based on ex-situ and in-situ high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).
The experimental work is complemented by molecular dynamics simulations of
model solid-liquid interfaces, with the final goal of presenting a detailed correlation of
interface structure from experimental data with theoretical data obtained by MD
calculations.
The results from the combined experiments and modeling should provide new insight
into the basic mechanisms controlling structure, chemical bonding, and energetics at
solid-liquid interfaces, and should provide invaluable information for applications
involving crystal growth, liquid phase epitaxy, and joining.
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CHAPTER 3 : EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES &
CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
3.1. Specimen Preparation
Since earlier works on electron irradiation damage of ceramics [143,144] showed that
damage processes occurring in alumina (Al2 O3) during transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies induce the appearance of metallic aluminum (Al), the
easiest way to produce an alumina-aluminum solid-liquid interface that can be
investigated in the TEM is to irradiate a pure alumina TEM specimen with a high
energy electron beam and heat the specimen in-situ above the melting temperature of
aluminum (i.e. 660ºC). In this way aluminum drops are formed at the free surface of
the alumina.
All TEM specimens were prepared from pure single crystalline alumina (α-Al2O3,
sapphire) with 2 different crystalline orientations – ( 2 1 10 ) and ( 10 10 ). All the
specimens were prepared by conventional mechanical dimpling and Ar ion thinning
methods [145].

3.2. Characterization Methods
3.2.1.

High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)

In-situ heating TEM experiments were performed in the MPI-Stuttgart (Germany)
high voltage atomic resolution TEM (JEM-ARM 1250, Jeol Ltd., Japan) operating at
1.25 MeV. This 0.12 nm point resolution microscope [146] is equipped with a hotstage and a drift compensator, which enables highly stable working conditions at
elevated temperatures up to 1000ºC. All in-situ experiments were conducted between
660-800ºC (the melting point of Al is ~660ºC) and recorded on negatives or on a real
time TV-rate (25 frames per second) CCD video camera.
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3.2.2.

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)

One of the limitations of chemical analysis of interfaces is the requirement for spatial
resolution. For in-situ experiments, this objective can be obtained by conducting
HRTEM on the ARM at MPI-Stuttgart. This microscope, in addition to the above
mentioned capabilities, has a post-column energy filter, which can be used to conduct
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). This HRTEM microscope is equipped with
a Gatan-GIF EELS detector (Gatan, Pleasanton, U.S.A)
In EELS the energy spectrum of the transmitted electrons is recorded. Ionization of
sample atoms by the impinging electrons results in ionization (absorption) edges
characteristic of the atomic species present in the high energy loss region of the
spectrum [147]. The intensity of the ionization edges can be used to determine
elemental concentrations [148,149].

3.3. Analysis Techniques
3.3.1.

Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations

The MD simulations were carried out on a Pentium IV (3GHz) under Linux OS. The
MD program was written in FORTRAN90 by F. Ercolessi [150] and improved and
rewritten in C by A. Hashibon [49].
To describe the interatomic interactions for systems containing metals the embedded
atom method (EAM) [151] was developed. This method employs empirical potentials
which are composed of pairwise terms and many-body terms, which are expressed as:
V

1
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where  is the pair potential, U is the embedding function and  is the electron
density. The specific Al many-body potential used for the simulations was developed
by Ercolessi et al. [48].
In all simulated cases free boundary conditions were applied in all axes and the initial
atomic configuration consisted of a monoatomic rigid substrate with different
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crystallographic symmetries (see appendix II) with a liquid Al drop (generated and
equilibrated by a separate MD simulation) placed on top, as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Initial configuration for MD simulations - liquid Al drop
(generated by a separate MD simulation) placed on top of a
monoatomic rigid substrate with different crystallographic symmetries.

All simulations were conducted at a temperature of 1200K. During the simulations,
only the atoms of the liquid were allowed to move and the atoms of the solid substrate
were pinned to their position. However, all the atoms of the system interacted (via the
many body potential).
3.3.2.

The Correlation Length Parameter ()

The correlation length is "A quantity which approximates to the characteristic length
associated with certain number density profiles of diffuse layers.  is defined as the
separation between two interacting entities (molecules, macromolecular segments,
ions, spins), either in bulk or interfacial regions, beyond which an appropriate
function, referred to as pair correlation function, either decays (e.g. to 1/e of an 'initial'
value) or vanishes.
A characteristic length must be confused neither with the effective thickness of the
interfacial layer, nor with the range (effective distance) of the intermolecular (pair)
potential. This range is defined by the distance over which this potential and the
corresponding correlation function both vanish" [152].
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Following this definition, Hashibon et al. [49] developed an approach for simple
comparison of the degree of order at the interface, based on fitting the exponential
density decay as a function of distance from the crystal (see Figure 21) ,

Figure 21: The correlation length parameter can be extracted by fitting the envelope of the intensity or
density oscillations to an exponential decay function [49].

according to:

 z   a exp x   b

(8)

where a is a normalization factor, b is a fitting term which takes into account the
background, and   1  , where  is proportional to the correlation length at the
interface. In this way the degree of order () or disorder () can be quantitatively
described and compared for different systems and temperatures.
3.3.3.

Electron Microscopy Simulation (EMS)

Since lattice images are a convolution of the periodic electron density function of the
thin foil specimen with the CTF (see section 2.1.4.1), quantitative analysis of the
image requires full image simulation in order to identify the actual atomic positions.
In the present work image simulation and computerized image matching are used to
analyze the interface structures and to compare them with models derived from the
molecular dynamics simulations.
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For dynamic electron scattering calculations a version of the EMS software package
(developed by P. Stadelmann [80]) is used, which has been modified to simulate
images based on extremely large atomistic models (hundreds of thousands of atoms).
All simulations were performed on a Pentium IV 3.0GHz computer. Images were
simulated using the following electron-optical parameters of the 1250 kV
transmission electron microscope (JEM ARM 1250, Jeol Ltd., Japan): beam semiconvergence angle c = 0.3 mrad, spherical aberration coefficient Cs = 2.65 mm,
spread of focus  = 10 nm, and objective aperture diameter Dobj = 20.0 nm-1.
3.3.4.

Iterative Digital Image Matching (IDIM)

Using the same approach described in section 2.1.4.3.1 a program code was written.
This code refines the structure by iterative matching of the simulated micrograph to
the crystalline part of the experimental image in order to determine the exact defocus
at which the experimental micrograph was acquired and the thickness of the specimen
at the observed area. In addition, thermal vibrations were introduced to mimic the
effect of the high temperature (660-800ºC) at which the micrographs were acquired.
The defocus value extracted from this procedure was introduced into the exit wave
reconstruction procedure.
The accuracy of the matching may be determined using the method introduced by
Nadarzinski and Ernst [153]. Using this method the image generated from ideal
crystalline Al2O3 is correlated with the images generated from the same Al2O3 supercell, but with the atomic columns shifted by a given distance  in random directions.
For each displacement, the image simulated from the distorted lattice is matched with
an image generated from a perfect Al2O3 crystal. This process is repeated about 25
times for each absolute value of . Atomic column displacements are incremented
from 0.0 to 0.020 nm in steps of 1 pm, for example. In this way a graph is generated
to translate the matching score to displacements , and all the deviations from an ideal
match are translated into a maximum precision in determination of atomic column
positions, obtainable for the actual experimental image. While this method does not
differentiate between the various parameters leading to a less than ideal match, such
as specimen and beam tilt or astigmatism in experimental images, it does define the
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precision by which the atomic columns can be located, which is usually the goal of
quantitative HRTEM.
The results of the error analysis show that for the same amount of atomic column
displacements, different random directions of displacements lead to different
matching scores using comparison algorithms such as Cauchy (will be defined in
section 4.2.2.1.1). Thus there is a probability range of Cauchy values for a given
precision, which can be determined for a specific structure, zone axis, and set of
microscope parameters. This range of the matching parameter space (Cauchy) can be
expressed in terms of the atomic column displacement, as illustrated in Figure 22. For
example, for a given solution for image simulation and structure parameters, the best
value of Cauchy should be selected. The precision of this solution is determined from
the -intercept with the lower range of the Cauchy values for a given column
displacement. For a given atomic column displacement, the highest value of matching
score (Cauchy) is used to intercept back to the y-axis. This then determines the range
of matching scores which can give solutions which would result in an equivalent
precision. This does not mean that a solution with a lower value of Cauchy is an
equivalent match to a solution with a higher Cauchy score. It means that if all the
possible parameters which lead to uncertainties in matching the image are translated
to precision of column positions, then there is a range in Cauchy which can not be
ignored as possible solutions. For example, we assume that we have matched the
defocus and thickness of a bulk region in the vicinity of a planar fault. The maximum
precision by which we determine atomic column positions can be deduced by the
method outlined above. Furthermore, in order to maintain this precision, refinement of
the atomistic structure of the fault must include the range of defocus and thickness
values determined by the Cauchy range defined in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Different random combinations of atomic column displacements lead to
different values of Cauchy. To determine the range of Cauchy which should be
included during the search for a solution, the best value of Cauchy should first be
selected. The precision of this solution is determined from the -intercept with the
lower value of Cauchy values for a given column displacement. For a given
displacement, the maximum spread in match score (Cauchy) is used to intercept back
to the y-axis. This then determines the range of matching scores which can give
solutions which would result in an equivalent precision [87].

All the computer program codes for image matching and precision analysis were
written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL, Research Systems Inc., Boulder CO).
3.3.5.

Single Image Iterative Wave Function Reconstruction (SI-IWFR)

Since the IDIM approach uses as an initial starting point, a general atomistic structure
(or model) must be assumed. Thus, only relatively ordered structures can be solved.
For amorphous or liquid structures this method is very time consuming or almost
impossible to implement. However, the focal series exit wave reconstruction methods,
mentioned in section 2.1.4.3.2, allow such a full quantitative analysis.
One of the problems with high temperature HRTEM in-situ experiments is the
specimen drift. The drift which is always present, even when almost completely
canceled-out using the drift compensator, makes it almost impossible to acquire a
proper focal series for reliable quantitative analysis. In addition, when the studied
interface is dynamic (due to crystal growth for example) a focal series is absolutely
useless for exit wave reconstruction of the interface.
To overcome these difficulties a new method, single image iterative wave function
reconstruction (SI-IWFR), which is based on the same concept of the focal series
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reconstruction developed by Allen et al. [97] described in section 2.1.4.3.2, was
developed. This technique requires only a single experimental image.
Figure 23 shows the flow chart of the SI-IWFR algorithm which was programmed in
MATLAB 7.0® (Mathworks, Inc.):

Figure 23: Flow chart of the SI-IWFR algorithm. j denotes the iteration number and n is
the focal plane (which is equal to 0 for the exit surface and 1 for the image plane).

The details of the algorithm are as follows:
1. From the single experimental images a line profiles across the interface
(denoted by I 1 (r ) ) is extracted.
2. The complex electron wave function at focal plane n=1 is given by
nj 1 (r )  I 1(r ) exp[i1j (r )] where j denotes the iteration number, r the real
space coordinate, 1j (r ) is the phase of the wave function from the previous iteration
and n is the focal plane. The algorithm starts with an initial guess of 11 (r )  0

which means 11 (r )  I 1(r ) .
3. The wave function in the focal plane is back-propagated to the exit surface
plane (f=0) by dividing (in reciprocal space) the electron wave function
( nj (k ) ) with the CTF.
4. A new estimate of the exit face wave function is obtained by construction an
j
(k )  nj 0 (k )exp[Vabs (1j V0 )] in
imaginary absorptive potential abs
reciprocal space.
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5. The new exit wave function in reciprocal space is forward propagated to the
 j (k ) .
image plane to obtain 
n 1
j 1
j
6. Convergence is reached when SSEn=1
 SSEn=1


for a chosen

convergence criterion , where SSE1j    I1(r )  I1j (r ) 



2

 I (r ) .
1

7. If convergence is not reached the phase for the next iteration cycle is obtained
 j (r ) .
by averaging the phases from the previous cycle: nj 1(r )  
n
8. If convergence is reached the real space exit face wave function is now
final step
obtained by inverse Fourier transformation: (r )  FT 1[avg
(k )] .
9. From the amplitude of the exit wave one can extract information of the
chemistry in the viewing area and the phase information about the
crystallography.
Figure 24 shows an example of the output obtained from the SI-IWFR code. For the
purpose of this work the most valuable information is included in the exit face phase.

Figure 24: Example of the output generated by the SI-IWFR code.

This new method does not provide full retrieval of the structure of examined specimen
as can be achieved using the focal series method, but it allows, in a relatively simple,
direct and efficient way, the removal of the imaging artifacts due to the imaging
system of the microscope mentioned in section 2.1.4.2.
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3.3.6.

Visualisation Tools

The visual inspection of the resulting simulated atomic structures was done using
RASTOP (a GUI for RASMOL developed by P. Valadon) [154], and its HTML plugin version, CHIME (by MDL information systems Inc.) [155].
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CHAPTER 4 : RESULTS
4.1. MD Simulations
4.1.1.

MD Simulation of S-L Interfaces

MD simulations of the S-L interface were conducted for two purposes. The first is to
investigate general trends of the nature of such interfaces at the atomistic level. The
second goal is to generate atomic positions as an input for EMS simulations, to allow
the study of the contrast behavior of such interfaces under the electron microscope.
For the first case, a simplified model system was used where both the liquid and the
solid consisted of only aluminum atoms. This extremely simplifies the MD
simulations. The substrate atoms are pinned to their positions and only the atoms of
the liquid are allowed to move during system evolution at 1200K. Different substrate
symmetries (FCC and hexagonal - see appendix II) and morphologies (different
shapes of nano-confinements as well as flat substrates) were also investigated.
After the system has evolved and reached the stage where the ordering at the interface
can be observed (see Figure 25) the atom coordinates were saved and the degree of
ordering was analyzed.

Figure 25: Snap-shot of a MD simulation of liquid Al on a (0001) surface of a hexagonal rigid substrate
at 1200K after reaching equilibrium (~7 nsec). The symmetry of the substrate is the same as -alumina,
but with Al atoms exchanged for the oxygen anions.
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For the second case, the same simplified model system was used where both the
liquid and the solid consisted of only aluminum atoms. The substrate atoms are
arranged like the alumina structure where all the oxygen atoms are exchanged by
aluminum atoms. The substrate atoms are pinned to their positions and only the atoms
of the liquid are allowed to move during the system evolution at 1200K.
After the system evolved and reached the stage where ordering at the interface was
observed, the atom coordinates were saved and the oxygen atoms were switched back
to their original positions in the substrate. Then a slice from the middle of the
simulated specimen was cut, and using the atom coordinates HRTEM micrographs
were simulated from this region.
4.1.1.1. The Correlation Length Parameter ()
Following the approach outlined in section 3.3.2, the correlation length for the
simulated S-L interface shown in Figure 25 was extracted by fitting an exponential
decay function to the envelope of the density (i.e. the number of atoms) measured
from the atomic coordinates generated by the MD simulation. The results are shown
in

Figure

26.

The

correlation

length

obtained

for

this

SL  3.67  0.85 [Å] .

Figure 26: The correlation length parameter extracted from the MD
simulation of the S-L interface show in Figure 25.
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interface

is

4.1.2.

MD Simulation of Confined Liquids

The results of MD simulations of a liquid Al drop on different rigid FCC Al [001]
substrates, including a flat surface and different shaped nano-wells, showed
significant atomistic ordering inside the liquid adjacent to the crystalline substrate.
Additionally, this ordering is significantly enhanced when the liquid is inside a
confined region such as nano-wells (see Figure 27b-d).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 27: Snap-shots of MD simulations of liquid Al at 1200K after ~7 nsec, which is
partially confined by different geometries in the FCC crystalline substrate: (a) 5 nm drop on
a flat surface, (b) 5 nm drop on a square well, (c) 5 nm drop on a cylindrical well, (d) 5 nm
drop on a spherical well. The simulation was conducted on a three dimensional body, and
the schematic drawing is a cross-section through the center of the well.

Quantitative analysis of the degree of order within the well is more complicated than
for a flat interface. Figure 28 presents analysis of the number of first nearest
neighbors of the liquid atoms from the snapshot presented in Figure 27b. This analysis
shows that at the corners of the square well the ordering is enhanced within the liquid
due to the three dimensional confinement effect.
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Figure 28: 3-D order analysis of the liquid drop confined in a 5nm crystalline square well. The atom
positions were taken from the snapshot shown in Figure 27b. The color scale represents the average
distance to the nearest neighbors of each atom which is indicative of the local density [156].

4.1.2.1. Solidification in Confined Geometries
As mentioned in section 2.1.5.1, theoretical and experimental studies on nano-porous
materials showed that the size and geometry of the confined region (the pore) may
influence the solid-liquid phase behavior and lead to interesting phenomena such as
increase or decrease of the freezing temperature relative to the bulk value. In order to
qualitatively check the effect of the substrate symmetry (FCC and hexagonal) and the
confinement (square well) on the solidification process, after reaching equilibrium at
1200K the simulated specimens were gradually cooled down the melting temperature
of Al according to the thermal process described in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Cooling process of the liquid aluminum drop in the confinement. After the drop reached
equilibrium at 1200K it was cooled gradually to 700K in steps of 100K with 25,000 MD cycles
(~2nsec) at each temperature.
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In the case of the liquid drop confined by a square well in a FCC substrate the
ordering effect is very significant, therefore partial crystallization of the liquid Al
occurs already above the melting temperature of Al (see Figure 30c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 30: MD cooling process of a liquid drop confined in a 5nm FCC crystalline square well. After the liquid
drop has reached equilibrium at 1200K the system was cooled down gradually according to the thermal process
described in Figure 29. (a) confined drop equilibrated at 1200K; (b) confined drop after cooling and equilibrated
at 1100K ; (c) at 1000K ; (d) at 900K (slightly below the melting temperature of aluminum) ; (e) at 800K ; (f) at
700K.

For the case of the liquid drop confined by a square well in a hexagonal substrate (see
Figure 31) the ordering effect is much less pronounced, therefore the crystallization of
the liquid Al is slower. The MD cooling process is probably too fast, so the liquid
drop does not have time to fully crystallize, therefore even at temperatures below the
melting temperature the aluminum does not crystallize and remains amorphous.
These results demonstrate the importance of the substrate geometry, crystallography
and the nature of the interaction of the atoms of the substrate with the one of the
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liquid atoms on the solidification process and how it may alter the final configuration
of the solidified liquid.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 31: MD cooling process of a liquid drop confined in a 5nm hexagonal crystalline square well. After the
liquid drop has reached equilibrium at 1200K the system was cooled gradually according to the thermal process
described in Figure 29. (a) confined drop equilibrated at 1200K; (b) confined drop after cooling and equilibrated
at 1100K ; (c) at 1000K ; (d) at 900K (slightly below the melting temperature of aluminum) ; (e) at 800K ; (f) at
700K.
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4.2. In-situ TEM Results
In-situ TEM experiments, as mentioned earlier in section 2.1.4.4.1, are very
challenging tasks due to the technical problems involved in heating up a specimen in a
high-vacuum environment and the significant problem of specimen drift which is
extremely problematic for observations at high magnification. Probing solid-liquid
interfaces in HRTEM is even harder. The combination of a very powerful microscope,
the ARM in Stuttgart, and the natural phenomenon described in the next paragraphs,
provided the conditions for such an investigation.
4.2.1.

Aluminum Liquid Drops Formation

During examination of the sapphire specimens (described in section 3.1) by HRTEM
and at two temperatures above the melting point of Al (i.e. above 660˚C), two parallel
processes were observed. In some regions, dissociation of the alumina was observed
which caused some amorphization and/or formation of a hole in the substrate (see
Figure 32):

Figure 32: Amorphization and/or formation of a hole in the sapphire caused
by dissociation of the alumina due to irradiation process.

In other areas liquid aluminum droplets formed at the edge of the alumina substrate
(see Figure 33):
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Figure 33: Formation of an Al drop at the edge of the
sapphire [157].

4.2.1.1. Chemical Analysis of the Liquid Al Droplets
Careful analysis of the chemical composition of the liquid droplets in-situ, using the
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) at 800ºC (see Figure 34a,b), and ex-situ
analysis of the solid droplets using a dedicated STEM (VG HB-501-UX) equipped
with an EELS (UHV Enfina, Gatan, Pleasanton, U.S.A.), confirmed that these
droplets are in fact pure aluminum, and no oxygen or other elements were detected
within the detection limits (~ 1.0 at.%).
The chemical state was further probed ex-situ (after cooling and solidification) by
EELS plasmon mapping (see Figure 35) to determine their chemical content. The
energy slit (energy window of 5eV) was placed at the plasmon peak of Al (15 eV).
The metallic Al state was detected in the droplets, and only a thin native oxide skin
was detected at the surface of the droplets (which most likely formed during transport
from the HRTEM to the analytical microscope upon exposure to air).
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Figure 34: In-situ chemical analysis obtained by EELS spectrum measurements
from the liquid drops. (a) EELS spectrum taken from the Al droplet at 800°C
showing the presence of Al; (b) EELS spectrum taken from the Al droplet at
800°C showing there is no sign for O (edge expected at ~530eV) [157].

Figure 35: Color coded Al plasmon map recorded ex-situ after solidification of
the liquid drops. The metallic Al state (red and yellow colors) can be
distinguished from the oxidized state which is caused by the formation of a
native oxide skin (blue color) [157].

These results assure that the interface is a pure (within the detection limits of ~ 1.0
at.%) Al-Al2O3 interface and that no other components are involved in the system.
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4.2.2.

S-L Interface

The occurrence of these pure liquid aluminum droplets on the crystalline alumina
provides a unique opportunity to probe wetting dynamics at the atomistic level, and
makes this system suitable for the study of interesting structural phenomena occurring
at solid-liquid interfaces.
The liquid drops formed at the edge of the crystal may form different interfaces, such
as the ones represented schematically in Figure 36:

Figure 36: Schematic representation of some of the possible interface
morphologies formed at the liquid-crystal contact area: (a) Flat edge-on
interface - the drop is attached to the substrate at the edge of the crystal, on
the facet parallel to the z-axis; (b) buried interface inside the liquid - the drop
covers the crystal from all directions so the interface of interest is buried
inside the drop; (c) ledge formation – due to surface roughness and/or
different rates of crystal growth ledges are formed at the interface; (d) an
inclined interface [157].

All these cases were observed during the experimental work. However, the first case
is the only one possible to analyze. This was carefully checked experimentally by
observing the contrast, and confirmed using HRTEM image simulations of similar
interfaces, which will be described in detail later on.
Among the most intriguing questions is what is happening immediately at the
interface between the crystal and the liquid at the atomistic level.
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4.2.2.1. Ordering in the Liquid
One of the most interesting phenomena that were observed along the solid-liquid
interface is the presence of periodic contrast perturbations in the liquid (Figure 37)
both perpendicular and parallel to the interface.

(a)

(b)
Figure 37: Two snapshots from a movie acquired at ~750°C showing the
contrast perturbations in the liquid parallel to the (0006) planes in alumina.
(a) Flat solid-liquid interface. (b) A triple junction solid-liquid-vapor. The
arrows marks the area were the contrast perturbations are observed.

These contrast perturbations were observed repeatedly (in different specimens and
different crystallographic orientations) and under different imaging conditions
(objective lens defocus), proving the reproducibility of such observations. The most
important question is whether these contrast perturbations are due to ordering in the
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liquid or caused by imaging artifacts such as delocalization, objective lens defocus
and/or interface inclination.
4.2.2.1.1 Quantitative Analysis of the Image Contrast
In order to accurately analyze the contrast from experimental HRTEM micrographs
the imaging conditions at which the image was acquired must be carefully
determined.
The first step is to determine the defocus value of the objective lens at which the
micrograph was acquired. This is usually done by comparing the contrast from a
perfect (no defects of any kind) crystalline area in the experimental image with the
one obtained from multi-slice simulated images by methods like IDIM, as described
in sections 2.1.4.3.1 and 3.3.4.

(a)
(b)
Figure 38: (a) Map of the Cauchy matching values for different defocus and thickness values
obtained by the iterative digital image matching approach for the experimental micrograph of the
crystalline Al2O3 shown in (b). Cauchy values can range between 0-1, with a score of 0 for a
perfect matching. As marked by the two white arrows the best matching was obtained for a
defocus value of -64nm and thickness of ~3nm.

The results obtained from the refinement procedure are presented in Figure 38. For
the refinement procedure the Cauchy metric [158] algorithm was used for image
comparison:
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where a and b are the matrix representation of the compared images, ij are the pixel
N

coordinates and N is the total number of pixels. Cauchy values can range between 0-1,
with a score of 0 for a perfect match.
The best match was achieved at a defocus value of -64 nm, a thickness of ~3 nm and
thermal vibrations with an amplitude of 0.02 nm, as shown in the color map in Figure
38a. The best simulated micrograph obtained for these refined conditions is shown as
an overlay on the experimental image in Figure 38b.
Following the method described in section 3.3.4, the accuracy of the matching may be
determined. Figure 39 presents a calibration graph for the translation of Cauchy
matching scores to real atomic column displacements for Al2O3 [ 2 1 10 ] at f=-64nm.
Atomic column displacements () were incremented from 0.00 to 0.10 nm in steps of
5 pm. This process was repeated 25 times for each absolute value of .
From this calibration graph one can deduce that the accuracy by which the position of
the atom columns can be determined is about ±0.5Å.

Figure 39: Calibration graph for the translation of Cauchy matching scores
to real atomic column displacements for Al2O3 [ 2 1 10 ] at f = -64nm.
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The position of the atoms for this defocus conditions corresponds to the dark image
contrast. This is expected since the CTF for this imaging condition predicts that (see
Figure 40).

Figure 40: The calculated contrast transfer function of the ARM for an objective lens
defocus value of -64nm. The blue dashed line represents the frequency which
corresponds to the periodicity of the (0006) planes in alumina. The negative value of the
intensity means the position of the atoms for this imaging condition is represented by
dark contrast in the image.

After determining the exact defocus conditions, the exact position of the atoms in the
crystalline part can be determined. The positions of the atoms in the crystal, for the
experimental image presented in Figure 41, are shown as an overlay.

Figure 41: Magnified area from a movie snapshot acquired at ~750°C showing the contrast
perturbations in the liquid parallel to the (0006) planes in alumina. The atom positions in the
Al2O3 (red for oxygen and yellow for aluminum) were determined by contrast matching
between simulated and experimental images at different objective lens defocus and specimen
thickness values. The first layer of liquid atoms is shown schematically [157].
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Measurements of the spacing between the last layer of the crystal (marked as -1) and
the first contrast perturbation in the liquid (marked as 1), from the image shown in
Figure 37, result in a distance of ~3.5±0.25Å. The next spacing between the contrast
perturbations (marked as 1 and 2) is 2.85±0.25Å. Subsequent spacings in the liquid
further decrease until they reach the spacing of (0006) planes in alumina (~2.17Å),
within the error range of the measurement (determined by the pixel size). The large
change in spacing right at the interface may be caused by delocalization and/or the
formation of a transient phase caused by oxygen transport along the interface
[159,160]. This can be determined only by deconvoluting the influence of
delocalization from the image contrast.
One of the possibilities one can raise related to the contrast perturbations at the S-L
interface is that the interface is inclined (Figure 36c) or a ledge (Figure 36d) is formed
right at the interface which causes these layered contrast. Both cases were simulated
by creating artificial interfaces with different inclination angles (see Figure 42) or
different size of ledges, where on one side of the interface there was a perfect crystal
and adjacent to it a perfect liquid (i.e. without any ordering). Image simulations
showed that for inclined interfaces or interfaces containing ledges, a gradual decrease
in contrast near the interface would be seen (as shown in Figure 42), with a contrast
very different from that generated by an interface between a crystal and a partially
ordered liquid.

Figure 42: Example of a HRTEM simulated micrograph showing the contrast
expected from an inclined interface. The electron beam travels parallel to the z-axis.
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After ruling out the possibility that the contrast perturbations are due to the
morphology of the interface one has to deal with the optical artifacts. As mentioned
earlier in section 2.1.4.2.1, delocalization is an imaging artifact that can be significant
in high-resolution images, which means that image details are displaced from their
true locations in the specimen [79].

vacuum

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

Figure 43: (a) Comparisons between the image contrast obtained from experimental micrograph
and simulated images. (normalized) intensity line-scans from the solid-liquid experimental image
(red squares), a solid-vacuum simulated image (blue curve) as the one shown schematically in (b),
an artificial solid-liquid simulated interface which contains no ordering at all (purple curve) as the
one shown schematically in (c) and a solid-liquid interface (generated by a MD simulation) which
contains ordering (black curve) as the one shown schematically in (d). All images were simulated
using imaging parameters matching the experimental conditions (including thermal vibrations due
to the high temperature), which were determined earlier. The vertical black line indicates the
position of the interface between the crystal and the vapor/liquid.

For example, if we look at a line-scan across a simulated HRTEM image of an
alumina-vacuum interface calculated using the multi-slice method and for the same
imaging conditions as the experimental data (the blue line in Figure 43) we observe
contrast perturbations in the vacuum which are caused by the delocalization effect.
However, inspection of the periodicity of the delocalization fringes, and the ones
observed in the experimental micrographs (red squares in Figure 43), shows that the
periodicities are totally different.
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To rule out the possibility that this contrast could be generated by delocalization when
a 'perfect' (completely disordered) liquid is present, a HRTEM micrograph of the
interface was simulated using atomic coordinates of a perfect alumina crystal adjacent
to liquid aluminum generated from molecular dynamics simulations at a temperature
of 927°C. The line-scan across this interface is represented by the purple line in
Figure 43, and shows a similar periodicity to that of the solid-vacuum interface.
The third possibility is that there is some degree of ordering at the interface. A
simulated interface containing ordering in the liquid was generated using MD
simulations as described earlier in section 4.1.1. The line scan across such an interface
is represented by the black curve in Figure 43). The contrast is not comparable
because the potential used does not exactly mimic the interactions involved in such a
complex interface. However, qualitatively one can claim that the contrast is much
closer to that obtained from the experimental data than in the two previous cases.
These comparisons prove that the contrast perturbations observed in the experimental
micrographs are not due only to delocalization, but rather a convolution of this effect
(which is always present if Cs≠0) with ordering in the liquid.

4.2.2.1.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Ordering in the Liquid
Before attempting to apply the SI-IWFR method on real experimental data the
feasibility of the method must be verified. Therefore, the method was applied to
simulated micrographs of a perfect geometrical crystal-vacuum interface generated by
the EMS software (see section3.3.3) under the same imaging conditions available in
the ARM. This way the exact position of each and every atom in the system is known
and we can monitor the reliability to extract real information. The simulated
micrograph is presented in Figure 44a and the resulting reconstructed exit wave phase
is presented in Figure 44b.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 44: SI-IWFR results for a simulated solid-vacuum interface. (a) Simulated
HRTEM micrograph of the solid-vacuum interface. (b) Reconstructed phase of the
complex electron wave function at the exit surface of the specimen obtained using
the SIIWFR method. (c) Comparison of the intensity line-scan perpendicular to the
solid-vacuum interface from the simulated micrograph () and the intensity from the
reconstructed phase ().

Figure 44c shows the line scan perpendicular to the interface, from the area marked
by the dashed rectangle in Figure 44b, of both the simulated image and the
reconstructed phase. The bright contrast in the reconstructed phase image represents
the position of the atoms. As shown earlier by analyzing the CTF of the microscope
for the specific imaging conditions (Figure 40), in the image plane the dark contrast
corresponds to the position of the atoms. This explains why in the crystalline part the
contrast minima in the image match the contrast maxima in the phase.
The more significant point is the contrast from the vacuum. In the line-scan from the
image (red circles), contrast perturbations are evident in the vacuum. These contrast
perturbation are caused only by the delocalization effect, since no atoms are present in
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the vacuum. On the other hand, in the reconstructed phase only very weak contrat
perturbations are present in the vacuum (at the level of noise). Therefore, the SIIWFR is properly removing the delocalization artifacts and can be implemented
reliably on real experimental images.
Figure 45a shows a part of the experimental image of the S-L interface in Figure 41
and the resulting reconstructed exit wave phase, using SI-IWFR, in Figure 45b. Figure
45c shows the line scan perpendicular to the interface, from the area marked by the
dashed rectangle in Figure 45b, of both the simulated image and the reconstructed
phase. As in the previous case, in the crystalline part the contrast minima in the image
match the contrast maxima in the phase.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 45: (a) Experimental HRTEM micrograph of the solid-liquid interface
between sapphire and liquid Al at 750°C. (b) Reconstructed phase of the
complex electron wave function at the exit surface of the specimen obtained
using the SIIWFR method. (c) Comparison of the intensity line-scan
perpendicular to the solid-liquid interface from the experimental micrograph ()
and the intensity from the reconstructed phase ().
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In the liquid the periodicity of the oscillations in the image and in the phase are
completely different. As mentioned earlier, the contrast perturbations observed in the
image are a convolution of the delocalization and structural ordering. The
reconstructed phase doesn‟t contain the delocalization component, thus the ordering
(i.e. layering and in-plane ordering) can be measured directly and quantitatively.
From the line scan of the reconstructed phase (Figure 45c – red dots) it is clear that
the layering in the liquid for this interface extends to about 4-5 layers (about 1 nm
from the crystal) and the interlayer spacing is about 2.00±0.09Ǻ (the error is due to
the size of the pixel) in average.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 46: In-plane ordering analysis from the reconstructed phase of the S-L interface in
Figure 45a. (a) Each parallel layer from which a line scan was taken is marked by a different
color and number. (b) line scan perpendicular to the interface with the corresponding numbers
from (a). A line scan parallel to the S-L interface of each of the layers marked in different
colors. Layers -3 and -1 are in the crystal and the in-plane ordering is obvious. Layers 0-5 are
in the liquid and only in layers 0-2 some degree of in-plane ordering is observed.
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From the reconstructed phase (Figure 46a) the degree of in-plane ordering can also be
extracted. A line-scan parallel to the S-L interface of each of the layers marked in
different colors in Figure 46a is shown in Figure 46c. layers (-3) and (-1) which are in
the crystal obviously have complete in-plane order. Layers (0)-(2) have some degree
of order which completely vanishes in layers (3)-(5). Thus, the in-plane ordering (3
first layers) decays faster than the layering (4-5 layers).
4.2.2.1.3 The Correlation Length Parameter ()
Following the approach outlined in section 3.3.2, the correlation length for the
experimental S-L interface studied here was extracted by fitting an exponential decay
function to the envelope of the intensity measured from the reconstructed exit phase
(see Figure 45c, blue circles). The results are shown in Figure 47. The correlation
length obtained for this interface is SL  3.01  0.28 [Å] .

Figure 47: The correlation length parameter extracted from the
experimental data obtained from the reconstructed exit wave phase in
Figure 45b.
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4.2.2.2. Crystal Growth
Another interesting feature related to the S-L interface, which was observed during
the in-situ experiments and will be addressed very briefly in this work, is the crystal
growth of the alumina into the liquid aluminum.
Real-time movies recorded during the in-situ heating experiments show a dynamical
evolution of the interface. Image analysis of two successive movie snapshots
demonstrates a layer-by-layer crystal growth into the liquid through ledge migration
(Figure 48). The velocity of the ledge is estimated to be not less than 4x10 -5 cm/sec at
750°C (within the time resolution of the video system, 0.04 sec).

Figure 48: Frame-by-frame HRTEM images of the solid-liquid interface illustrating the ledge migration
motion. The frame images (a) and (b) were captured from a real-time movie recorded at ~750°C in a time
sequence of 0.04 sec. Any specimen drift contribution to the motion of the image was completely cancelled
out using the drift compensator device attached to the microscope. (c) Difference image obtained by
subtracting image (a) from image (b) [157].

The difference image shown in Figure 48c reveals the size of the ledge which is
formed at the interface during the crystal growth process. The ledge is formed on the
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{ 1012 } planes and the facet width is about 1nm, which is in good agreement with the
conclusions of Kaplan [161].
One could claim that the contrast perturbations seen at the interface are a part of the
crystal growth process and are due to the ledge formation. However, detailed
inspection of the snapshot sequence shows that the contrast perturbations are still
present, even after the new crystalline layer was formed.

Figure 49: Frame-by-frame HRTEM images of the solid-liquid-vacuum interface illustrating
the oscillatory behavior of the triple junction. The frame images were captured from a realtime movie recorded at ~750°C with a time resolution of the video system of 0.04 sec. Any
specimen drift contribution to the motion of the image was completely cancelled out using the
drift compensator device attached to the microscope.
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In addition, at the triple junction (i.e. solid-liquid-vacuum) a very interesting
oscillatory behavior was observed (see Figure 49). This cycle repeats every ~0.72
seconds and results in the formation of a new crystal layer. This process could be the
source of oxygen which comes from the column of the microscope, penetrates from
the triple junction, diffuses along the solid liquid interface, and eventually results in
oxidation of the Al and thus formation of the new layers of crystalline alumina.

These interesting observations need more rigorous investigation and may give new
insight into the dynamics of wetting. However, this is a whole different topic that will
not be fully addressed in the scope of this work.
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CHAPTER 5 : DISCUSSION
The results presented in the previous chapter raise interesting questions, both on the
nature of formation of the liquid aluminum drops, and on the nature of ordering
present in the liquid adjacent to the crystal. The formation of the liquid aluminum
drops under the electron irradiation and heating conditions were observed before. No
exact model is available to predict the exact conditions required for the formation of
such liquid drops, but a model which can explain the phenomenological observation is
proposed in the next section.

5.1. Formation of Liquid Drops under Electron Irradiation
Earlier works on electron irradiation damage of ceramics [143,144] showed that
damage processes occurring in alumina (Al2 O3) during transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies induce the appearance of metallic aluminum (Al) in the
form of interstitial dislocation loops, precipitates, or crystallites, due to electronic
transition and/or ballistic knock-on displacement mechanisms [162,163].
Knock-on displacement is probably the dominant electron beam damage mechanism
occurring in alumina. In particular, displacement on the surface occurs at voltages
which are about 50% less than knock-on thresholds [164]. Thus, the knock-on damage
occurs preferentially from the top surface and this is known as surface sputtering (or
surface etching). For the ionically bonded surfaces of maximal valence oxides such as
alumina, electron stimulated desorption of surface oxygen is further driven by Auger
decay of electron beam excited core-holes [165]. Continued mass loss from the top
surface by a prolonged irradiation eventually results in complete hole drilling (as
shown in Figure 32).
The number of aluminum and oxygen displaced from their sites is sensitively
dependent on their respective displacement energies (E d). The displacement energy is
the minimum energy which must be imparted to an atom to displace it permanently
from its lattice site. The displacement energy for oxygen and aluminum can be
calculated from equation (10) -
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 m  Et
Ed  2  0 
(E  2m 0C 2 )
 M  m 0C 2 t

(10)

Where Et is defined as the minimum electron energy to produce displacements, m is
the electron mass, M is the mass of the displaced ion and C is the velocity of light.
This equation was derived from the conservation law of momentum for relativistic
electrons.
Using this equation and experimental observation, Pells checked the different
displacement energy of oxygen and aluminum at different temperatures. The results
are shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: Threshold energy versus temperature for the formation of
dislocation type damage (solid line), and for the appearance of
aluminum islands (dashed line) [166]. The red line marks the
temperature at which our experiments were conducted.

Since the threshold energy at room temperature for knock-on displacement of Al atom
(~180 KeV) in Al2O3 is lower than that for oxygen atom (~400 KeV), Al atoms are
more preferentially displaced from their lattice sites during electron beam irradiation.
For 1 MeV electron irradiation such a difference in the values of E t would lead to
fourteen aluminum atoms being displaced for every single oxygen atom [166,167].
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In-situ heating in HVEM further accelerates the irradiation damage of alumina [168],
and above the melting point of Al, the unoxidized Al atoms rapidly diffuse to the free
surface and since the contact angle of Al on Al2O3 at 800˚C is between 80°-100°
[159,169,170], the liquid Al atoms form droplets.
The structure of the heating stage (see Figure 51) and the change of thickness in the
specimen dictate a gradient of temperature across the specimen, especially in a bad
heat conductor such as sapphire. This means that the temperature at edges of the
specimen is higher than in the middle (see color gradient in Figure 51) by a few tens
of degrees [171].

Figure 51: Schematic description in cross section of the heating
holder of the ARM showing the temperature gradient.

The liquid aluminum droplets are attracted to the thin edges of the specimen in the
middle which are colder, following Marangoni‟s principle [172,173].
The formation of liquid Al drops on the basal plane of the sapphire, and crystal
growth in this direction is rather surprising. One would expect the formation of liquid
drops on high surface energy planes (the basal plane has a lower surface energy than
the prismatic planes) to reduce the interface energy. Shen et al. reported that in
general the wetting of liquid Al on -Al2O3 is poorer on the C (0001) plane than on
the R (0112) and A (1120) planes (a smaller thermodynamic work of adhesion on the
C plane) [174]. They also found that at elevated temperatures (~800ºC) the
31  31R  9 reconstruction occurs [175], which follows the conclusions of

Renaud

et

al.

regarding

31  31R  9 [176].

reconstruction of the alumina
The

basal plane to

31  31R  9 surface has a crystallographic

structure which resembles that of Al(111), which could lead to a lower solid-liquid
interface energy, which does not contradict the lower thermodynamic work of
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adhesion. This could explain why at 750-800ºC and under electron beam irradiation
the liquid drops are formed on the basal plane.

5.2. Ordered Liquid Vs. Bulk Liquid
The ordering effect in the liquid at a solid-liquid interface, which was for the first time
proven in a direct manner and quantified, can give new insights and new ideas on the
nature of such interfaces.
5.2.1.

The Correlation Length

The correlation length parameter, which was defined in section 3.3.2, was introduced
to provide a quantitative measure to describe and compare the degree of order () for
different systems and temperatures.
For example, the correlation length obtained for the experimentally studied Al-Al2O3
interface is Sexp
L  3.01  0.28 [Å] . A close look at the influence of the pre-exponent
parameter a and the constant b on the behavior of the exponential decay functions for
a given value of the correlation length (see Figure 52) shows that they have an
influence only on the amplitude, but no effect on the correlation length or the decay
length.

Figure 52: Comparison of the exponential density decay as a function of distance from
the crystal for a fixed correlation length parameter of 3.01Å for different values of the
parameters a and b. The arrow indicates the distance at which the exponential function
has completely decayed.
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While the correlation length, as defined earlier, is a measure of how fast the paircorrelation between the liquid atoms and the solid atoms decay, it is a characteristic of
the interface and it does not matter if a density or intensity are being compared.
Following this argument the correlation length measured from the S-L interface can
be compared to the correlation length from the experimental RDF of bulk liquid. This
comparison may give an idea about how disordered is the liquid at the interface
compared to the bulk liquid.

Figure 53: The red curve represents the experimentally measured RDF of
bulk liquid aluminum at 750ºC [177]. The blue curve represents the
envelope from which the correlation length is extracted.

The experimentally measured RDF of bulk liquid aluminum at 750ºC [177] is shown
in Figure 53. The correlation length characteristic to the bulk liquid extracted by
fitting an exponential decay function to the envelope of the RDF is
L  2.13  0.34 [Å] . Hence, the correlation length obtained for the S-L interface

( Sexp
L ) is larger than the correlation length obtained for the bulk liquid ( L ) which
means that the liquid Al atoms at the S-L interface are less disordered than in the bulk
liquid.
The correlation length obtained for the simulated S-L interface of liquid Al on the
hexagonal

rigid

substrate

(see

section

4.1.1.1)

is

even

larger

( SMD
L  3.67  0.85 [Å] ), which means that the ordering in the simulated S-L
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interface is higher. This makes sense since the liquid Al atoms in the simulation
interact only with Al atoms that are present in the rigid substrate (all oxygen atoms
were replaced by aluminum atoms for simplicity) and therefore the ordering is
enhanced.
5.2.2.

The Interlayer Spacing

The main conclusions from the atomistic simulations conducted by Hashibon et al.
[49] were that some ordering is probably always present to some extent but the degree
of ordering is strongly dependent on the substrate morphology and temperature. The
layering is probably always present to some extent, even when a structureless
hardwall is present [4,11]; however, for in-plane ordering a good matching between
the interatomic interactions in the solid and in the liquid is required.
This is the reason why for simulated liquid Al on an FCC substrate both layering and
in-plane ordering were observed and for liquid Al on a BCC substrate only layering
was observed without any in-plane ordering. Following the same trends, layering was
observed for the liquid Al on a hexagonal substrate at 1200K but no obvious in-plane
ordering was observed. The reason for that is that the interatomic potential of Al
which is incompatible with the hexagonal symmetry does not favor the presence of inplane ordering.
After removing all the imaging artifacts affecting the image contrast in the HRTEM
the “real” intensity profile of the Al-Al2O3 S-L interface is available. The intensity
profile presented in Figure 54 reveals that the three first spacings between the ordered
layers in the liquid is about 2.00±0.10[Å] and the fourth is 2.85±0.10[Å].
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Figure 54: The “real” intensity profile at the S-L interface after removing
all the imaging artifacts showing the interlayer spacing in the liquid. The
spacing between the three first interlayers is close to the d-spacing of the
sapphire and the fourth is similar to the first nearest neighbors distance of
bulk liquid.

Within the error range the spacing between the first ordered layers is close to the dspacing of the (0006) -alumina planes, which is 2.165[Å]. The last spacing is similar
to the distance between the first nearest neighbors in bulk aluminum liquid (i.e. the
first peak in the RDF – see Figure 53). These results may lead to the conclusion that
the liquid atoms right at the interface are influenced by the structure of the crystal and
further away the ordering of the liquid atoms gradually vanishes until it adopt the
characteristics of the bulk liquid.
From this single interface it is difficult to draw definite conclusions and predict that
the interlayer spacing is directly related to the d-space of the adjacent crystal.
However, in view of the statements above and the fact that there is also in-plane
ordering at this interface, it is quite obvious to assume that there is some degree of
correlation between the two spacings.
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5.2.3.

The In-plane Ordering

The experimental results for the interface studied here show pronounced in-plane
ordering which point to the fact that there is a good matching between the interatomic
interactions in the solid and in the liquid.
The in-plane ordering extends to the third layer in the liquid while the layering
extends further to the fourth and fifth layers in the liquid. These results are with good
agreement with the MD simulations results reported by Hashibon et al. [49]. They
showed that if in-plane ordering is present its range is much shorter than the layering.
These observations also agree qualitatively with the results obtained by x-ray
scattering measurements done by Reedijk et al. [74] for water on a KDP crystal. They
also observed that the first two layers behaved ice-like (i.e. showed both layering and
in-plane ordering) and the next two layers were more diffuse and showed only minor
lateral ordering.
The information about the degree of ordering on the atomic level gives some insight
about the nature of the interaction between the atoms of the solid and the atoms of the
liquid. In the next sections the implications of ordering on the thermodynamic
properties of such interfaces will be discussed.
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5.3. The Configurational Entropy
Basic scientific research in liquid-solid interfaces most often focuses on wetting
(thermodynamics) and spreading (kinetics), in an effort to understand interfacial
bonding, interfacial reactions, and kinetically limited spreading which is relevant to
joining processes [178]. The scientific literature contains numerous reports on high
temperature wetting data, aimed at measuring the thermodynamic work of adhesion
of liquids (usually metals and glasses) in contact with high melting point substrates
(often ceramics or semiconductors). The classic approach in the literature is based on
attempts to connect the relative interface energies measured from wetting (i.e. sessile
drop) experiments to basic thermodynamic properties of the bulk materials [179].
More recent works have correlated the relative interface energies to both temperature
and gas partial pressures (usually oxygen), in an effort to understand the role of
adsorption on surface energies [180]. This approach has been more successful than
previous attempts to understand the dependence of interface energies on
thermodynamic parameters, and as a result has had immediate consequences on
technological processes requiring high adhesion at solid-liquid and solid-solid
interfaces [181].

Spaepen in his early work from the mid seventies [8] showed that the S-L interface
energy is entropic in origin. He divided the entropy of melting (Sm) into two
components, a vibrational component (Svib) and a configurational component
(Scon):
Sm  Svib  Scon

(11)

The vibrational component is present due to increased volume available to the liquid
atoms for motion around their average position and the configurational part is due to
the number of configurations that are possible for a given energy of the random
assembly of liquid atoms.
In the solid everything remains constant, hence there is no change in the entropy of
the solid ( S S  0 ). Assuming the density of both the crystal and the liquid remain
constant up to the dividing surface, the vibrational entropy (Svib) is the same at the
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interface as in the bulk liquid. Therefore, the change in the vibrational component of
L
the entropy in the liquid is zero - Svib
 0.

The liquid has to adjust to the special boundary condition of the crystal plane; it
cannot sample as many configurations as in the bulk liquid, and the atoms of the
interface must therefore have a lower configurational entropy than those in the bulk
liquid. Thus, the S-L interfacial energy is entropic in origin.
Following these arguments and in perspective of the results presented in the previous
chapter, many concepts about S-L interfaces should be revised and should take into
account the configurational component. One example of such a concept is classical
Gibbsian segregation, which is based on the basic assumption that solute segregation
to the interface is driven by the reduction in interface energy. Since the S-L interface
energy is related to the entropy, which has a configurational component, the ordering
has to be taken into account.
In the next section a few new ideas about the influence of the configurational entropy
due to the ordering on the concept of segregation are outlined.
5.3.1.

Implications towards Segregation

From a thermodynamic point of view, an increase in local order in the liquid
decreases the entropy of the system, resulting in an increase in energy. As such, this
must be balanced by an equivalent (or larger) energy decrease for ordering to occur.
From the more simplistic atomistic simulations, one could argue that this driving
force is the local atomic arrangement around the terminating crystal atoms, which for
a simple metallic interaction means an increase in the number of nearest neighbors,
and a resulting decrease in interface energy. An analogy can be drawn from the
reconstruction of free crystal surfaces, where the driving force for the change in local
symmetry is the reduction of surface energy [182]. The simulations of Garofalini et al.
indicate that more complicated mechanisms, including charge compensation, define
the local order for complex liquids at interfaces with crystals [134-140].
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The concept of a decrease in entropy due to ordering should also be taken into
account for segregation at solid-liquid interfaces, where segregation and ordering both
occur at the interface. In-situ neutron scattering data indicate layers of excess at solidliquid interfaces [183,184]. The emerging description of the mechanism is that solute
segregation to the interface is driven by the reduction in interface free energy, as
described by classical Gibbsian segregation. However, a simple random distribution
of the interface excess atoms is not favored, compared to an ordered distribution,
presumably due to preferred sites, local bond angles and/or clusters, and/or charge
compensation. This results in a lower interface free energy, and a higher interfacial
entropy term. Obviously, if the interfacial entropy term were to result in a
prohibitively high increase in interfacial energy, the adsorbed atoms adjacent to the
crystal will remain randomly distributed.
Based on these simple arguments, one can envision a number of scenarios for the
distribution of interfacial excess at solid-liquid interfaces. These scenarios are
presented schematically in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Schematic drawing of three scenarios for the distribution of interfacial excess at solid-liquid
interfaces: (a) Segregation to a solid-liquid interface which contains no ordering. (b) Segregation to a
solid-liquid interface which contains ordering in the form of layers. The top region indicated is bulk
liquid, and the bottom region of the liquid is the layered liquid adjacent to the crystalline solid. (c)
Segregation to a solid-liquid interface which contains ordering in the form of layers and in-plane ordering.
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In the first and simplest, there is no order in the liquid and the excess atoms reside
randomly together with interfacial liquid atoms (Figure 55a). In this case, since there
is no ordering there is no change in the entropy term. Hence, only the enthalpy
changes due to segregation. Therefore, the system has to satisfy equation (12) for
segregation to occur.
SL
SL
Segregation
 H Segregation
 T S



SL
H Segregation
0

(12)

The second possibility is that the only type of order in the liquid is layering. As such,
excess atoms reside together with interfacial liquid atoms within the layers, resulting
in simple density perturbations (Figure 55b). In this case, since there is ordering in the
form of layering the configurational entropy term changes and also the enthalpy.
Thus, the system has to satisfy equation (13) for segregation to occur.
SL
SL
SL
Seg
 H Layering
 H Seg
T (SLayering )conf .
SL
SL
 H Layering
 H Seg
 T (SLayering )conf .

(13)

For interfaces with in-plane order in the first few liquid layers, excess distributions
can be ordered within the layers, as long as the entropy term is not excessive (Figure
55c). Following the same arguments above, the system has to satisfy equation (14) for
segregation to occur.
SL
SL
SL
Seg
 H InSLplane  H Layering
 H Seg
T (SLayering  SInplane )conf .
SL
SL
 H InSLplane  H Layering
 H Seg
 T (SLayering  SInplane )conf .

(14)

Further into the liquid, excess distribution in the layers without in-plane order is also
expected to occur. Finally, one can expect the case of an ordered solid-liquid interface
where segregation has occurred to reduce the interface energy, but the entropy terms
are exceedingly large, and while segregation occurs, the order at the solid-liquid
interface is either reduced or eliminated.
The concept of an interfacial excess which is distributed over more than one atomic
plane (delocalized excess) does not contradict the basic theory of equilibrium
segregation, and has been experimentally quantified [161]. More recently it has been
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discussed within the framework of multilayer adsorption [127], which can be used to
describe the combined ordering-segregation phenomenon discussed here.
The model for combined order and segregation presented above is based upon the
classical Gibbsian description of interfacial segregation, and thus is based upon the
distribution of excess atoms at the interface which reduce the interface energy.
However, the model does not require the segregation of solute atoms in order to
describe the ordering terms. Assuming a mono-atomic liquid adjacent to a crystal,
with no solubility of the crystal and liquid species, and invoking the same argument
that favored sites (ordering) of the liquid atoms adjacent to the crystal reduce
interfacial energy, ordering of the liquid is expected to occur. Again, the increase in
energy due to entropy can‟t be larger than the decrease due to favored sites, or
ordering will not occur.
The arrangement of atoms immediately adjacent to the crystal is then expected to
influence the arrangement of atoms in sequential layers, progressing in distance from
the interface into the liquid. The exponential decay of density perturbations in the
liquid is expected to follow the decay described in Section 2.1.2.3. In-plane order
within the layers is expected to occur if the nearest neighbor configuration of the
liquid is compatible with that of the terminating crystal plane. Even if no in-plane
order exists in the layers of the liquid, some degree of in-plane ordering is expected in
the first layer of liquid, based on the arguments presented above.
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5.4. Confined Liquids
The MD simulations of the liquid aluminum in the different confined geometries
(section 1.1.1) showed that the confinement has a major influence on the degree of
order in the liquid. In addition the MD simulations of the solidification in confined
geometries (section 4.1.2.1) also showed that the symmetry of the substrate has a
significant influence on the solidification of the liquid entrapped. From an engineering
point of view, these facts can be exploited to change the crystal structure of surface
layer, i.e. create new structures with new symmetries.
As stressed in previous sections, the in-plane ordering is probably a measure of good
matching between the interatomic interactions in the solid and in the liquid. If in a
certain system in-plane ordering is absent the use of the confinement effect may be
exploited to impose such an order. In this way many processes of technological
interest, such as solidification, epitaxial growth, wetting, liquid phase joining, crystal
growth, and lubrication may be improved.
5.4.1.

Liquid Phase Epitaxial Growth

One of the major challenges in epitaxial growth processes of thin films is the
formation of defect free films. The ordering effect at the solid-liquid interface could
be a promising way to improve for example the process of liquid phase epitaxial
growth. Since the crystalline substrate imposes some degree of structural ordering on
the liquid phase, choosing the proper substrate symmetry and morphology and the
cooling rate may result in the formation of true epitaxial defect free structures
unavailable nowadays.
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CHAPTER 6 : SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The primary purpose of this research was to prove by direct observations of solidliquid interfaces the presence of some structural ordering in the liquid adjacent to a
crystal. This goal was achieved by using high resolution electron microscopy
complemented by advanced and novel image processing techniques.
Since in HRTEM many imaging artifacts make the interpretation of the resulting
contrast almost impossible to interpret, a new approach to cancel-out imaging artifacts
in the HRTEM, such as delocalization, was developed (SI-IWFR). This new
technique, which is based on the concept of reconstructing the complex electron wave
function at the exit surface of the specimen iteratively, requires only a single
experimental image and allows removal of microscope induced artifacts.
A comprehensive analysis, using this new method combined with computer
simulations and other advanced image processing techniques, show that these
perturbations are due to some real structural ordering in the liquid. This
comprehensive analysis allowed, for the first time, direct extraction of quantitative
information regarding the degree of ordering at such interfaces.
The degree of ordering was quantified. The layering in the Al2O3-Al system at 750ºC
extends to about 4-5 layers (about 1 nm from the crystal). The in-plane ordering,
which was observed only in the 3 first layers of the liquid, decays faster than the
layering. In addition, the interlayer spacings measured in the liquid may point to the
fact that the liquid atoms right at the interface are influenced by the structure of the
crystal and further away the ordering of the liquid atoms gradually vanishes until it
adopt the characteristics lengths of bulk liquid.
The correlation length parameter () was successfully introduced to provide a
quantitative measure to describe and compare the degree of order for different
systems. Analysis of the ordering at solid-liquid Al2O3-Al interface proved that the
correlation length of the S-L interface is larger than bulk liquid. This means, as
expected, that the liquid at the interface is less disordered than in the bulk.
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In view of the structural ordering occurring at the S-L interface, many interfacial
phenomena have to be reconsidered, such as interfacial segregation. Since the
ordering effect is probably always present to some extent (layering and/or in-plane
ordering) it may be exploited to obtain novel nano-structures that were unavailable
before. One example, which might be very useful in the field of nano-eletronic and
nano-optics, is the formation of new crystallographic structures during liquid phase
epitaxial growth.
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CHAPTER 7 : FUTURE OUTLOOK
While initial scattering and in-situ HRTEM data have provided clear experimental
evidence for ordering at solid-liquid interfaces, detailed data on the positions of atoms
is necessary to develop and apply quantitative models, and for comparison with data
from atomistic simulations. While in-situ microscopy experiments of liquids are
inherently difficult, the delocalization effect has been the main limitation for
quantitative HRTEM analysis to determine atom positions. Exit-wave reconstruction
from HRTEM defocus series and Z-contrast STEM are two methods which provide
some answers to this problem, although both methods have their own limitations.
Aberration corrected microscopes should offer a unique advantage for both HRTEM
and STEM towards interpretation of order at solid-liquid interfaces [185-188].
Perhaps even more important is the need for analytical information (interfacial excess
and the type of chemical bonding at interfaces), which can be obtained with sub-eV
resolution using high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy when mounted on a
monochromated TEM [189].
Data from quantitative HRTEM, combined with analytical TEM for segregation
analysis, can provide important feedback to atomistic simulations of solid-liquid
interfaces. To date the data from atomistic simulations has been primarily qualitative.
However, atomic positions and local chemistry may serve for ab-initio simulations of
static, snap-shot configurations of the interface, which may be used to derive more
accurate interatomic potentials for MD simulations. While ab-initio simulations will
be limited to single atomistic configurations at the interface, general trends
concerning the electronic structure may be important to understand potential bonding
configurations [190].
Initial theoretical work on the confinement of liquid by solids within small volumes
(on the nanometer length-scale) indicates that the ordering effect is enhanced. This
appears to be an interesting direction for future work. Small voids of various sizes and
shapes can be fairly easily etched into the surfaces of single crystal substrates using
lithography or focused ion milling, and filled by conventional deposition methods. Insitu electron microscopy of cross-sections from such samples may provide
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experimental data to confirm the atomistic simulations, both for ordering and excess
distribution within ordered regions of liquids.
A more complete understanding of ordering at solid-liquid interfaces is important to
understand the basic mechanisms of processes which depend on such interfaces.
These include wetting and spreading, liquid phase epitaxial growth, lubrication,
solidification, joining and liquid-phase sintering.
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APPENDIX
I. Historical Overview
Table 1 – Half a century historical overview of the studies related
to ordering in the liquid at solid-liquid interfaces.
Year

Authors

Description

Approach

References

1956

Jackson et al.
/ Skapski

The liquid is unaltered up to the dividing
surface.

General

5,6

1964

Turnbull

No structural information attributed to the
liquid - the liquid is a simple random
packing of atoms.

General

7

1975

Spaepen

Ping Pong Balls and Sticks model - First
discovery of a decaying layered structure
for the density profile of the liquid at the
interface.

General

8

1976

Henderson
et al.

First analytical model - Some degree of
ordering in the hard sphere liquid in contact
with a hard structure-less wall.

Theoretical

10

1977

Bonissent &
Mutaftschiev

The density of the liquid near the interface
is lower than bulk liquid.

General

9

1977

Abraham &
Singh

The layering of the liquid near the wall
depends strongly on both the repulsive and
attractive parts of the liquid-wall
interaction.

Theoretical

11

1981

Bonissent &
Abraham

Implemented the perturbation theory for the
case of the interface between an FCC
crystal and its melt

Theoretical

12

1981

Horn &
Israelachvili

Using DLVO - the force between two
smooth solid surfaces separated by a liquid
should show alternating maxima and
minima as a function of distance between
the surfaces

Theoretical
&
Experimental

24

1981

Haymat &
Oxtoby

DFT calculations suggest the existence of a
structured liquid region at the interface
characterized by a liquid-like averaged
density, but solid-like lattice ordering.

Theoretical

191

1983

Broughton &
Gilmer

The density oscillations (layering) in the
liquid is related to the orientation of the
crystal.

Atomistic
Simulations

33-35
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Year

Authors

Description

Approach

References

1983

Rull & Toxvaerd

The degree of order within each layer of
liquid (the in-plane order) is mainly
determined by the repulsive part of the
interaction. The density oscillations
(layering) decay exponentially with
distance z from the interface

Atomistic
Simulations

40

1985

Tarazona &
Vicente

The ordering in the liquid is inherently
related to the properties of the bulk liquid,
with the presence of the solid acting as a
form of catalyst for ordering.

Theoretical

13

1990

Grey et al.

First experimental observation using X-ray
diffuse scattering - liquid lead on (111) Ge
substrates above 180°C

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

50

1995

Magnussen et al.

X-Ray Reflectivity Measurements
Surface Layering in Liquid Mercury

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

66

1996

Howe

Atomic ordering in amorphous Pd80Si20
adjacent to solid Pd3Si foils.

HRTEM
Experimental

100

Davidchack &
Laird

In-plane order analysis suggests that the
transition from solid to liquid occurs within
2-3 atomic layers, which is narrower than
the width indicated by the layering of about
7-8 layers.

Atomistic
Simulations

41

Huisman et al.

Specular X-ray reflectivity - liquid Ga on a
(111) diamond surface. The liquid near the
surface assumes a solid-like structure
similar to -Ga.

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

51

Arai et al.

HRTEM in-situ heating experiments on AlSi alloys - interface kinetics and some
evidence for structural ordering in the
liquid at the interface.

HRTEM
Experimental

106

1999

Garofalini et al.

MD simulations of intergranular films in
alumina
showed
ordered
cage-like
structures formed at the glass-alumina
interfaces.

Atomistic
Simulations

136

2000

Doerr et al.

X-ray reflectivity - the region next to the
substrates is highly sensitive to the shape of
the molecules of the liquid.

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

53

Geyserman et al.

No obvious correlation exists between the
interplanar distance in the crystal and the
layering in the liquid. The first aluminum
layer had a high degree of in-plane order.

Atomistic
Simulations

44

Hashibon et al.

The crystallographic orientation of the solid
substrate influences the range and degree of
both layering and in-plane order in the
liquid. The interlayer spacing is
consistently similar to the one of the
neighboring crystal.

Atomistic
Simulations

46

1996

1997

1999

2000

2001
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Year

Authors

Description

Approach

References

2001

Yu et al.

Specular X-ray reflectivity - Rough
surfaces and/or impurities reduce the
density oscillation amplitudes.

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

72

2001

Reedijk et al.

X-ray reflectivity - liquid Sn on a (111) Ge
substrate - the liquid shows both
perpendicular (layering) and lateral (inplane) ordering.

X-Ray
Scattering
Experimental

73

2002

Donnelly et al.

Liquid xenon confined within small faceted
cavities in aluminum.

HRTEM
Experimental

99

II. Crystallographic Data

II(1).

Aluminum (Al)

Crystal data
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions
Pearson code

cubic
F m -3 m (no. 225)
a = 4.0496 Å
cF4

Atomic coordinates
Atom Wyck.
Al
4a

II(2).

x
0

y
0

z
0

-Alumina (-Al2O3)

Crystal data
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions
Pearson code

trigonal
R -3 c (no. 167)
a = 4.7540 Å
hR10

Atomic coordinates
Atom Wyck.
Al
12c
O
18e

x
0
0.30640

y
0
0

z
0.35228
1/4
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c = 12.9900 Å

III. Computer Codes
III(1). The SI-IWFR Code

This routine was written in the MATLAB language :
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Program for reconstructing phase object exit face wave function / C.T. Koch %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all
format compact;
global def
defstart = -660; % starting defocus value of the objective lens
defstep = -20;
% defocus step
defend = -660;
% end defocus value
workspace_file='0029d' % workspace output
for def=defstart:defstep:defend
% clear all
Nloop = 6000 ; % number of iterations to perform
newrun=0 % 0 = continue previous run ; 1 = new run
if (newrun==1)
% All units will be in Angstrom
% Imaging parameters for ARM1250:
Delta = 100; % defocus spread
Cs = 2.70e7; % spherical aberration coefficient
Cc = 3.5e7; % chromatic aberration coefficient
kaperture = 2; % 1/A radius of objective aperture
lambda = 0.00735711437809; % wavelength(1250);
alpha = 0.0003; % convergence semi angle in rad
V01 = 0.0;
V02 = 0.0;
absorptionRatio1 = 0.25;
absorptionRatio2 = 0.05;
feedback = 0.7;
% pixel size
dx = 0.08; % for the experimental image [A]
dy = 0.08; % for the experimental image [A]
kcutoff = 1/0.9;
qcutoff = 10; % at qcutoff, the damping function should be at 0.1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Setup the arrays needed for reconstruction %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
img2D=imread('S-L interface - 2D data.tif');
[Nx,Ny] = size(img2D);
img = single(img2D); % image intensities with offset
imgVac = img(360:400,200:240); % vacuum intensities are taken as reference
vacIntensity = 1.0*sum(sum(imgVac))/prod(size(imgVac));
img = [img vacIntensity*ones(Nx,350-Ny)];
[Nx,Ny] = size(img);
Nxmid = floor(Nx/2)+mod(Nx,2); % identify central pixel (odd/even)
Nymid = floor(Ny/2)+mod(Ny,2); % identify central pixel (odd/even)
imagesc(img)
h=gcf;
set(h,'Name','Focal series reconstruction');
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% Crucial: We must normalize the image to vacuum intensity:
% For now we normalize to highest contrast in image.
% For that we must find the value of the wave function in vacuum:
img = img./vacIntensity;
x = dx*(-Nymid+[0:Ny-1]);
y = dy*(-Nxmid+[0:Nx-1]);
x2D = repmat(x,Nx,1);
dkx = 1/(dx*Nx); % CHECK IF LEGAL
dky = 1/(dy*Ny); % CHECK IF LEGAL
kx = ifftshift(dkx*(-Nxmid+[1:Nx])).'; % this works for odd and even array sizes
ky = ifftshift(dky*(-Nymid+[1:Ny])); % this works for odd and even array sizes
k2 = repmat(kx,1,Ny).^2+repmat(ky,Nx,1).^2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% design a absorption function based on the image (3 methods) %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
METHOD=2;
switch METHOD
case 1
absorption
absorption
absorption
absorption
absorption

=
=
=
=
=

abs(ifft2(fft2(img2D).*exp(-(100*kx).^2))); % low-pass filter image
absorption-min(absorption);
absorption/max(absorption);
absorptionRatio1+(absorptionRatio2-absorptionRatio1)*absorption;
repmat(absorption.',1,Ny);

case 2
stepPosition = -1.3;
stepWidth = 0.0001 ;
absorption = absorptionRatio1*ones(1,Ny);
V0 = V01*ones(1,Ny);
ind = find(x-stepPosition>stepWidth/2);
absorption(ind) = absorptionRatio2;
V0(ind) = V02;
ind = find(abs(x-stepPosition)<=stepWidth/2);
absorption(ind) = absorptionRatio1+(absorptionRatio2-absorptionRatio1)*...
0.5*(1+sin(pi*(x(ind)-stepPosition)/stepWidth));
V0(ind) = V01+(V02-V01)*0.5*(1+sin(pi*(x(ind)-stepPosition)/stepWidth));
absorption = repmat(absorption,Nx,1);
V0 = repmat(V0,Nx,1);
case 3
stepPosition = 98;
stepWidth = 5;
absorption = absorptionRatio1*ones(size(img));
ind = find(x2D-stepPosition>stepWidth/2);
absorption(ind) = absorptionRatio2;
ind = find(abs(x2D-stepPosition)<=stepWidth/2);
absorption(ind) = absorptionRatio1+(absorptionRatio2-absorptionRatio1)*...
0.5*(1+sin(pi*(x2D(ind)-stepPosition)/stepWidth));
end
% image amplitude (not intensity):
Psi_mod = sqrt(img);
% phase distortion function:
chi = exp(-i*(pi*lambda*def*(k2)+0.5*pi*(lambda.^3)*Cs*(k2.^2)));
% Make a smooth objective aperture:
scale = (1/kcutoff)*(-log(0.1)).^(1/qcutoff);
ap = exp(-(abs(scale*sqrt(k2))).^qcutoff);
% temporal and spatial coherence envelope:
Et = exp(-(0.5*pi*Delta*lambda*(k2)).^2);
Es = exp(((pi^2)*(alpha^2))*((k2)*(def.^2)+2*def*(lambda^2)*Cs*(k2.^2)+(lambda^4)*(Cs^2)*(k2.^3
)));
env = Et.*Es; % envelope function, damoing high spat. freqs.
%ctf = (env.*chi); % contrast transfer function including phase
% distortion (aberrations) function and envelope
ctf = chi;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Initialize the wave function with correct amplitude but random phases: %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phase = 0.3*(rand(size(Psi_mod)));
phase = ifft2(fft2(phase).*env.*ap); % dampen the oscillations in the phase
Psi = Psi_mod.*exp(i*phase);
phi_old = zeros(size(Psi_mod));
R=[];
newKey = 0;
Zero_loop=1
else
old_Nloop=Nloop
load(workspace_file)
Zero_loop=jloop
Nloop=old_Nloop
end
for jloop=Zero_loop:Nloop
% first backpropagate to exit surface by deconvoluting with MTF
Psi = ifft2((fft2(Psi).*conj(ctf)));
% equivalent to:
% Psi_rec = fft(Psi); % go into rec. space
% Psi_rec = Psi_rec./ctf;
% Psi = ifft(Psi_rec);
% Now we're at the exit surface (Cs=df=0).
% We now must apply the constraints in the exit surface:
% In order to avoid phase wrapping, we must use a special trick:
% we will only extract the phase difference (which will almost never be
% wrapped) and add it to the phase we got from the last iteration.
% Afterwards, we will set phi_old to keep this value for next time.
Psi_old = abs(Psi).*exp(i*phi_old);
deltaPhi = angle(Psi./Psi_old);
phi = phi_old+deltaPhi; % extract the phase
phi_im = absorption.*(phi-V0); % create an imaginary (absorptive) potential
if mod(jloop,15 > 8)
Psi = (1-feedback)*Psi+feedback*exp(i*(phi+i*phi_im)); % calculate new wave function
else
Psi = exp(i*(phi+i*phi_im)); % calculate new wave function
end
phi_old = angle(Psi);
% forward propagate to image plane again
Psi = ifft2(fft2(Psi).*ctf.*ap);
% how close are we to convergence?
R(jloop) = sum(sum(abs(abs(Psi(20:Nx-20,20:Ny-20))-Psi_mod(20:Nx-20,20:Ny-20))))/…
((Nx-40)*(Ny-40));
if mod(jloop,50) == 0
Psiforw = Psi;
PsiExit = ifft2((fft2(Psi).*conj(ctf)));
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot the result: %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
subplot(3,2,1);
%plot(absorption)
semilogx(R);
str=sprintf('defocus=%g nm',def/10);
subplot(3,2,2)
plot(x,[sum(img,1).'/Nx sum(abs(Psiforw).^2,1).'/Nx absorption(10,:).' V0(10,:).']);
title(str);
% legend('orig','recon','absorption','Location','NorthOutside');
legend('orig','recon','absorption','V0');
subplot(3,2,3)
imagesc(x,y,img); axis equal; axis tight;
colormap(gray)
cScale = caxis;
colorbar;
title('original image');
subplot(3,2,4)
imagesc(x,y,abs(Psiforw).^2); axis equal; axis tight;
colormap(gray)
caxis(cScale);
colorbar;
title(str);
subplot(3,2,5)
imagesc(x,y,abs(PsiExit)); axis equal; axis tight;
colormap(gray)
colorbar;
title('exit face amplitude');
subplot(3,2,6)
imagesc(x,y,angle(PsiExit)); axis equal; axis tight;
colormap(gray)
colorbar;
title('exit face phase');
h=gcf;
str = sprintf('Focal series reconstruction (loop=%d, R=%.3f)',jloop,R(end));
set(h,'Name',str);
pause(0.1);
if 0
reply = input('u=up, d=down, s=same : ','s');
switch reply
case 's'
def = def;
case 'u'
def = def+20;
case 'd'
def = def-20;
end
end
end % end of if jloop % 20 == 0 ...
% make sure that the experimental data is kept
Psi = Psi_mod.*exp(i*angle(Psi));
if mod(jloop,2) == 0
pause(0.1);
end
end % end of for jloop=1...Nloop
PsiExit = ifft2((fft2(Psi).*conj(ctf)));
clear old_Nloop
prefix='0029e'
save(prefix)
dlmwrite([prefix,'_','def_',int2str(def/10),'_phase.txt'], angle(PsiExit)-V0,
'delimiter',
'\t', 'precision', 6)
dlmwrite([prefix,'_','def_',int2str(def/10),'_amp.txt'], abs(PsiExit)-V0, 'delimiter',
'\t',
'precision', 6)
end % end of for defloop=defstart...defend
dlmwrite([prefix,'_img.txt'], img, 'delimiter', '\t', 'precision', 6)
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III(2). Defocus Thickness Matching

These routines are based on the IDIM concept. They were written in the IDL
language:
(a) NEW_ROT_MAG. PRO - the code for fixing rotation / magnification / translation
of the experimental image
pro new_rot_mag
cd, 'C:\Documents and Settings\mtyaron\Desktop\Waynes\def-thick-match\'
winreadima,'alx001',bilds,dimxs,dimys
real_image='real.tif'
bilds=bytscl(bilds)
tiffimage=read_tiff(real_image)
bilde=tiffimage
Size_Vec = SIZE(bilde)
dimxe = Size_Vec(1)
dimye = Size_Vec(2)
xshift=0
yshift=0
big_insert=bilde
big_insert(dimxe/2-dimxs/2+xshift:dimxe/2+dimxs/2-1+xshift,dimye/2-dimys/2+yshift:dimye/2+dimys/2-1+yshift)=bytscl(bilds)
window,0,xs = dimxe,ys = dimye,title = 'insert'
tvscl,big_insert
xshift=0
yshift=0
zoom=1
REPEAT BEGIN
A = GET_KBRD(1)
if A eq 'a' then xshift=xshift-1
if A eq 'd' then xshift=xshift+1
if A eq 'w' then yshift=yshift+1
if A eq 'x' then yshift=yshift-1
if A eq '.' then zoom=zoom+0.01
if A eq ',' then zoom=zoom-0.01
newdimxs=floor(dimxs*zoom/2)*2
newdimys=floor(dimys*zoom/2)*2
new_bilds=congrid(bilds,newdimxs,newdimys)
big_insert=bilde
big_insert(dimxe/2-newdimxs/2+xshift:dimxe/2+newdimxs/2-1+xshift,dimye/2-newdimys/2+yshift:dimye/2+newdimys/21+yshift)=bytscl(new_bilds)
window,0,xs = dimxe,ys = dimye,title = 'insert'
tvscl,big_insert
simulated=new_bilds
experimental=bilde(dimxe/2-newdimxs/2+xshift:dimxe/2+newdimxs/2-1+xshift,dimye/2newdimys/2+yshift:dimye/2+newdimys/2-1+yshift)
farry1=experimental
farry2=simulated
mbvv,farry1,farry2,bv
print,bv(9)
ENDREP UNTIL A EQ 'q'
tiff_write,'new_experimental.tif',bytscl(experimental)
tiff_write,'new_simulated.tif',bytscl(simulated)

; output the image to .tif format
; output the image to .tif format
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print,zoom
end

(b) MBVV. PRO - the code for matching algorithms
pro mbvv,arry1,arry2,bv
; (c) 12.03.95 T.Gemming
; extension of bvv94.pro (G.Moebus)
; calculates 22 different factors
print,'mbvv V1.0 12.03.95'
bv=fltarr(22)
sz1=size(arry1) & sz2=size(arry2)
dimx=sz1(1) & dimy=sz1(2)
if (sz1(1) ne sz2(1) or sz2(1) ne sz2(1)) then print,'warning:unequal dimens.'
farry1=float(arry1) & farry2=float(arry2)
mean1=total(farry1)/float(dimx)/float(dimy)
mean2=total(farry2)/float(dimx)/float(dimy)
marry1=farry1-mean1
marry2=farry2-mean2
sigma1=total(marry1)
sigma2=total(marry2)
avgdif=mean1-mean2
sigdif=sigma1-sigma2
gmax=max(farry1) > max(farry2)
gmin=min(farry1) < min(farry2)
dyn=gmax-gmin
N=float(dimx)*float(dimy)
;---------------------------------------- Zwischengroessen --------agrey=((max(farry1)+min(farry1))/2.)
greyfmad1=total(abs(farry1-agrey))/dyn/N
quadif=total((farry1-farry2)^2)
mquadif=total((marry1-marry2)^2)
norm1=total(farry1^2)
norm2=total(farry2^2)
fsum=(farry1+farry2)
absdif=(abs(farry1-farry2))
totdif=total(absdif)
epsilon=1.0e-8
rd=float(absdif / (fsum +epsilon))

;--------------------------------------------- BVMs -------------mrd=total(rd)/N
rfac=mquadif/norm1
lsqsym=quadif/(norm1+norm2)
fmad=totdif/dyn/N
disf=fmad/greyfmad1
rmad=totdif/(total(abs(farry1))+total(abs(farry2)))

var=sqrt( total (farry1^2) * total ( farry2^2) )
ed=sqrt(quadif)
ned=ed/var
;ed=sqrt(total(quadif))
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;ned=ed/sqrt(var)
coridl=correlate(farry1,farry2)
ip=total(farry1*farry2)
coco= ip / var
conv=ip/N
;conv=max(convol(dufarry1,farry2))/N
chi2=total(quadif)/N
cauchy = total(alog (0.5*quadif +1 ))/N
tsexp = total(absdif)/N
arctan= total(atan(absdif))/N
rbragg=float(totdif)/total(farry1)
wbragg=total(abs(sqrt(farry1)-sqrt(farry2)))/total(sqrt(farry1))

bv(0)=coridl
bv(1)=coco
bv(2)=fmad
bv(3)=rfac
bv(4)=mrd
bv(5)=disf
bv(6)=lsqsym
bv(7)=rmad
bv(8)=ed
bv(9)=ned
bv(10)=chi2
bv(11)=cauchy
bv(12)=tsexp
bv(13)=arctan
bv(14)=conv
bv(15)=ip
bv(16)=totdif
bv(17)=ed*ed
bv(18)=avgdif
bv(19)=sigdif
bv(20)=rbragg
bv(21)=wbragg

;

this is the matching parameter used in this work.

return
end

(c) DTM.PRO - the code for defocus-thickness determination
pro DTM
cd, 'C:\Documents and Settings\def-thick-match\'
; Def-thick match written by W.D. Kaplan, Jan 2003 and updated by Y. Kauffmann, Feb 2004.
; This program starts FROM pg, generates .wav files, .ima files, and matches to an experimental image to find the defocus &
thickness.
;
;*****************VARIABLES*********************
;
shem=''
zone=''
voltage='300'
slices=1
; number of slices for pg
numit=1
; number of iterration for ms1 which is number of rows
experimental=''
ser=''
delcon=''
startdefocus=1
stepdefocus=2
ncol=20
;number of defocus values
;generating the sc2 control stage
;read, 'Enter the name of the experimental image (.tif file without extension): ', experimental
experimental='new_experimental.tif'
bild=read_tiff(experimental)
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;bild=bild/(max(bild))
;read,'Enter the name of the crystal file using the first three letters (i.e. b4c out of b4cxxx.dat): ',shem
shem='alx'
;read,'You need to define the zone axis: u,v,w : ', zone
zone='0,0,1'
;read, 'Enter the accelerating voltage: ', voltage
voltage='300'
;read, 'Enter the number of slices: ', slices
slices='1'
;read, 'Enter the number of iterrations for ms1 (number of thickness values): ',numit
numit='30'
;print, 'Now data for generating images...'
;read, 'Enter the aperture size: ', aperture
aperture='15'
;read, 'Enter the value for cs: ', cs
cs='0.46'
;read, 'Enter the starting defocus value, the step size, and the total number of values (i.e. 0,2,20): ',ser
ser='0,1,50'
;read, 'Enter the value of delta and the convergence angle (i.e. 10,0.3): ',delcon
delcon='10,0.3'
;read, 'Enter the image repitition: ',d
print
print,' OK...you typed the following for the number of defocus values (from, step size, number): ',ser
;read,' Now please confirm by entering the total number of defocus values (number): ', ncol
ncol='50'
;read, 'Confirm again by typing the starting defocus: ',startdefocus
startdefocus='0'
;read, 'Last confirmation by typing the step size of the defocus: ',stepdefocus
stepdefocus='1'
scorecauchy=fltarr(ncol,numit)
scorened=fltarr(ncol,numit)
scorexcc=fltarr(ncol,numit)
scoreidl=fltarr(ncol,numit)
godelexp=size(bild)
midx=fix(godelexp(1)/2)
midy=fix(godelexp(2)/2)
get_lun, sc2btc
openw, sc2btc, 'sc1.btc' ,100
printf, sc2btc, shem+'000.cel'
printf, sc2btc, voltage
printf, sc2btc, ''
printf, sc2btc, ''
printf, sc2btc, ''
close,sc2btc
free_lun,sc2btc
spawn,'sc2 < sc1.btc > trash_sc1.txt' ;
;spawn,'del trash_sc2.txt'
spawn,'del sc1.btc'

Runs the sc2 - Program

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
print, 'Finished with sc...now generating wave files....'
; Generating input file for ms1... (performs the multislice iterration by the FFT method)
get_lun, ms1btc
openw, ms1btc, 'ms1.btc' ,100
printf, ms1btc, ''
printf, ms1btc, numit
printf, ms1btc, slices
printf, ms1btc, '1'
printf, ms1btc, shem+'000.sli'
printf, ms1btc, 'b01001'
close,ms1btc
free_lun,ms1btc

; number of iterations
; number of sub-slices

print, 'Wave files generated...renaming and moving on to im1'
spawn,'ms1 < ms1.btc > Thickness_ms1.txt' ; Runs the ms1 - Program
spawn,'del ms1.btc'
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; ********************************
; this section runs im1 for each of the wave files and does the Metric
;++++++++++++++++b01001.wave+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
base='b010'
for row=0,numit-1 do begin
; Thickness Values

;

nr_to_nam, row+1, 2, name
base='b010'
wave=base+name+'.wav'
get_lun, im1btc
openw, im1btc, 'im1.btc' ,100
printf, im1btc, ''
printf, im1btc, wave ;;wavefile
printf, im1btc, aperture
; aperture size
printf, im1btc, '*'
printf, im1btc, '*'
printf, im1btc, cs
; cs
printf, im1btc, ser
; lower defocus, step size, and number of defocus values
printf, im1btc, delcon
; delta and convergence angle
printf, im1btc, 'b01001'
; name of image
printf, im1btc, d
; image repitition
printf, im1btc, '*'
close,im1btc
free_lun,im1btc
spawn,'im1 < im1.btc > trash_im1.txt' ; Runs the ms1 - Program
spawn,'del trash_im1.txt'
spawn, 'del im1.btc'
for col=0,ncol-1 do begin
; Defocus Values
nr_to_nam, col+1, 2, name
ima=base+name
winreadima,ima,sim,dimx,dimy
print,ima
;
tvscl,sim
;
sim=sim/(max(sim))
simgodel=size(sim)
section=fltarr(simgodel(1), simgodel(2))
section=bild

mbvv,bytscl(section),bytscl(sim),bv
cauchy=bv(11)
ned=bv(9)
coridl=bv(0)
xcc=bv(1)
scorecauchy(col,row)=cauchy
scorened(col,row)=ned
scoreidl(col,row)=coridl
scorexcc(col,row)=xcc
endfor
spawn, 'del b01*.ima'
endfor
spawn, 'del b01*.wav'
spawn, 'del *.blm'
spawn, 'del *.sli'
spawn, 'del *.fre'
mincauch=1.0 & defcau=0 & thickcau=0
minned=1.0 & defned=0 & thickned=0
maxxcc=0.0 & defxcc=0 & thickxcc=0
maxidl=0.0 & defidl=0 & thickidl=0
for i=0,ncol-1 do begin
for j=0,numit-1 do begin
if scorecauchy(i,j) lt mincauch then begin
mincauch=scorecauchy(i,j)
defcau=i+1
thickcau=j+1
endif
if scorened(i,j) lt minned then begin
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minned=scorened(i,j)
defned=i+1
thickned=j+1
endif
if scoreidl(i,j) gt maxidl then begin
maxidl=scoreidl(i,j)
defidl=i+1
thickidl=j+1
endif
if scorexcc(i,j) gt maxxcc then begin
maxxcc=scorexcc(i,j)
defxcc=i+1
thickxcc=j+1
endif
endfor
endfor
get_lun, scores
openw, scores, 'scores.txt' ,100
printf, scores, ser,numit
printf, scores, 'Match Scores (Metrics)'
printf, scores, 'Columns=Defocus ',ser
printf, scores, 'Rows=Thickness values per iteration ',numit
printf, scores, 'Cauchy'
printf,scores, 'Lowest Cauchy is ',mincauch,' located at defocus number=',defcau,' and thickness number= ',thickcau
result=WRITE_SYLK( 'scorecauchy.slk',scorecauchy )
printf, scores, '********************'
printf,scores, 'NED'
printf,scores, 'Lowest NED is ',minned,' located at defocus number=',defned,' and thickness number= ',thickned
result=WRITE_SYLK( 'scorened.slk',scorened )
printf, scores, '*********************'
printf, scores, 'XCC'
printf,scores, 'Highest XCC is ',maxxcc,' located at defocus number=',defxcc,' and thickness number= ',thickxcc
result=WRITE_SYLK( 'scorexcc.slk',scorexcc )
printf, scores, '*********************'
printf, scores, 'IDL-XCC'
printf,scores, 'Highest IDL-XCC is ',maxidl,' located at defocus number=',defidl,' and thickness number= ',thickidl
result=WRITE_SYLK( 'scoreidl.slk',scoreidl )
printf, scores, '*********end of data************'
close,scores
free_lun,scores
print, 'FINITO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! '
end
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